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This thesis has developed a method for using the imaginary time formalism in all
gauges, to calculate finite temperatu re quantities in Quantum Chromody namics without
asymptotic conditions. The imaginary time formalism considers quantities at a fixed point
in real time. The crux of the problem is to find a method for removing the gauge freedom
from a non-Abelian gauge theory, at this fixed point in real time, without adiabatica lly
switching off the interaction s.
This has been achieved using the Becchi-Ro uet-Stora-T yutin residual gauge symmetry
of non-Abelian gauge theory. The gauge invariant physical kets and physical components
of the gluon field have been perturbati vely identified in the Feynman and temporal gauges.
This have been achieved by expressing the zero coupling physical componen ts in terms
of the full coupling physical componen ts with a transforma tion operator. This unitary
transforma tion operator, together with the physical kets and the physical components of
the gluon field, have been explictly solved up to second order in the coupling constant.
Using these physical components, a modified perturbati on theory has been constructe d
in the Feynman and temporal gauges and used to calculate the second order thermodyn amic
pressure in the imaginary time formalism. The standard results have been obtained, which
provided a consistency check on the gauge fixing approach as well as allowing thermalisa tion
and periodicity issues in finite temperatu re field theory to be addressed.
This approach also showed that physical states only have non-zero contributio ns for
evolving into other physical states. Previously this has only been shown for scattering
processes with infinitely separated initial and final states and adiabatica lly switching off
the interactions.
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Notation
Natural units h = c = kB = l will be used throughout this thesis. The following sub and
superscripts will be used to label various quantities in this thesis.
Subscripts

s

Schrodinger picture

H

Heisenberg picture

I

Interaction picture

C

Complex contour

!NT

Zero coupling component (except for /<I> 0 ))
Interaction component

gh

Faddeev Popov ghost component

0

Superscripts
(n)
T
NT

N

Containing n non-transverse gluon and ghost excitations
4-dimensional transverse components
4-dimensional non-transverse components
Non-physical, both 4-dimensional non-transverse and ghost componen

Either
µ,v

4 dimensional spacetime index

'l , J

3 dimensional space index

The following kets will be used. The time dependence of the kets at time t 0 will often be
suppressed.

/0)

/P, t)
/T,t)
t)
l<I>o)
I<I>)
/cp(n), to)
Ic/>,

Vacuum, annihilated by all annihilation operators
Full coupling physical kets at time t
Zero coupling physical kets at time t
General ket in the Fock space at time t
Zero norm ket in the Fock space
General ket in the Fock space satisfying QI <I>) =/- 0
General ket in the Fock space contain n unphysical excitations at tim•

Some of the important fields and functionals which will be used are
BRST gauge invariant components of the gluon field A
Hamiltonian
Vl

<p, 'ff4>
Q

General fields and their momenta
BRST charge

Qgh

Ghost scale symmetry charge

s

Schrodinger picture evolution operator

U(t, t 0 )

Ket evolution operator in the interaction picture
Spatial volume

V
-

p·q

z -

Cosine of the angle between momenta p and q

Jp JJqJ

Various other notations that will be used are
(J

Inverse temperature 1/T

f abc
f
C(N) = rbc rbc
n(k) = ef3;_ 1
abc _
-

p(n)(t)
( .. )

SU(3) structure constants
Contraction of the SU(3) structure constants
Bose particle-distribution function
Projection operator onto ket l</J(n), t)

A9 h

Thermal expectation values over the transverse kets
Anticommuting Grassman constant
Real constant

[' ]P

Poisson brackets

A

[ ' ]D = ['
{ ' }

J

Dirac brackets
Anti-commutation relation

fJcp

Gauge variant of field <p

6gh<p
O(gn)

Ghost scale variant of field </J
Order gn

• The Minkowski metric used throughout is gµ,/

= gµv = diag(l, -1, -1, -1)

gµvg µv -- gµµ -- urµµ -- 4 , gµµ -- - 2
• Left handed differentiation will be used throughout

where PA is the number of factors in

x that

anticommute w.ith A.

• Derivatives with respect to contravariant (xµ) or covariant (xµ) coordinates are abbreviated as

Vll

• The four-vector dot-product is

• The non-abelian QCD field tensor is

and the covariant derivative is

Vlll

• The four-vector dot-product is

• The non-abelian QCD field tensor is

and the covariant derivative is
nac
µ

= 0µ 0ac + gfabc Abµ

Vlll

Chapter 1
Introductio n
The initial motivation for this thesis was to provide a greater understanding of finite temperature calculations in Quantum Chromodynamics, (QCD). Within particle physics, finite
temperature calculations have been applied to phase transitions in the early universe [1],
particle emission rates in astrophysics, [2], and quark-gluon plasmas in heavy-ion collisions
[3], (also see [4] and references therein). Condensed matter physics, [5, 6] is another area
rich in applications.
There are three main formalisms of finite temperature calculations, the imaginary time
formalism, the real time formalism and thermo field dynamics, [7]. These three approaches
will be briefly discussed and compared in section 1.2 but this thesis is concerned with
the imaginary time formalism. Like the real time formalism it is based on the principles
of statistical mechanics. However unlike the real time formalism, the fields within an
imaginary time thermal expectation value remain fixed at a finite point in real time. It is
this restriction to a finite point in time that leads into the second area of this thesis.
QCD is a non-Abelian gauge theory and the gauge freedom must be removed in order
to calculate physical quantities. At a finite point in time the gluons are interacting with
themselves , and these non-Abelian interactions must be taken into account . In this thesis
the gauge invariant components of the theory will be identified and used to construct
thermal propagators from first principles, [8, 9] . The application of different gauge fixing
methods which are suitable for the imaginary time formalism will be discussed in section
1.2.2.
Non-Abelian gauge fixing is an interesting problem in itself, over and above its applications to finite temperature field theory. All the information in a gauge theory that relates
to the real world is gauge invariant and identifying it helps determine the relevant physical
information. Different gauge fixing methods will be discussed in section 1.3.
1

The Becchi-Rouet-Sto ra-Tyutin (BRST) [10, 11, 12, 13] symmetry will be chosen to
represent the gauge freedom. This symmetry will be removed in order to allow the imaginary time formalism to proceed. The nc:in-Abelian gauge fixing will be applied to the
Feynman and temporal gauges and the difficulties associated with this will be discussed in
sections 1.4 and 1.5 respectively.

1.1

Physical state vs physical ket

There is a subtle but important difference between kets and states that is often overlooked.
The difference was clearly explained by Dirac, [14]. The states are the configurations of
a system and the kets are the vectors which are connected with the states of a system
.. . 1 A physical state is a configuration that occurs in the real world such as a transverse
polarised photon. The physical bras and kets are dual vectors which endeavour to represent
these states mathematically. Unphysical states are configurations that are not realised in
the real world such as a longitudinal photon and there are also correspondingly unphysical
bras and kets. This thesis will distinguish between the physical states and its mathematical
representation as the physical bras and kets.
Gauge dependence is not expressed in the real world and physical states are gauge
invariant. Therefore any gauge dependence of the physical kets can not contribute to
physical calculations. In this thesis , the physical kets will be defined to be gauge invariarice
within a particular gauge. Spaces of kets that satisfy this condition are all positive semidefinite, [15].
The physical states by definition scatter into physical states. If physical kets are also
defined to scatter only into other physical kets, then kets with zero norms must be included,
[15] see section 2.3. In general an initial space of physical kets differs from a final space
of physical kets by zero norm kets. These zero norm kets do not correspond to a physical
state and nor do -they contribute to physical quantities. They are present to produce a
space that is invariant under scattering. Any two physical kets that differ by a zero norm
ket represent the same physical state. This leads to a many to one relationship between
the positive semi-definite physical kets and the physical states.
In order to have a one to one relationship between the physical kets and the physical
states, the non-contributing zero norm kets must be removed. Each of these physical kets
represents a unique physical state and no two kets differ by a zero norm kets. The positive
1 This

is a quote from section 5 of reference [14].
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semi-definite vector space becomes a positive definite space of physical kets. A positive
definite set of kets however is not invariant under scattering.
These points are discussed with examples in section 2.3. For the moment we will choose
the gauge invariant space of physical bras and kets to be positive definite and sacrifice
scattering invariance. Either choice does not alter the physical information in the theory,
it only alters the mathematical structure.
The following is a brief review of finite temperature calculational methods, also see
Altherr, [4] and Landsman and van Weert, [7]. These reference include discussions of
non-equilibrium finite temperature field theory which will not be discussed here.

1.2

Finite temperatu re field theory

Temperature effects can be included in quantum field theory in the same way as in statistical physics, see for example Fetter and Walecka, [16]. The grand canonical partition
function, from which most thermodynamic quantities are derived, is

Z =
where

Tre-f3(H-µN)

(1.1)

/3

is the inverse temperature, H is the Hamiltonian, µ is the chemical potential and
N is the number operator. For simplicity the chemical potential will be set to zero for the

remainder of this thesis. The ensemble average of an operator A is given by,

(1.2)
For QCD the partition function is difficult to solve in its present form due to the presence of
self-interactions in the Hamiltonian. It can be simplified by conversion into the interaction
picture and separation of the free, H 0 and interacting HrNT components of the Hamiltonian.
The fields and ket_s in the interaction picture are related to those in the Heisenberg picture
by, (see for example [17]) ,

cfar(t)

U (t, t 0 ) cp H( t )U-: 1 ( t, t 0 )

lcfa, t) I

U(t, to)lcfa)H

(1.3)

U(t, t 0 )
The subscripts

t =

and

label the interaction and Heisenberg pictures respectively. At time
t 0 all the fields and kets in the two pictures coincide. The unitary operator U(t, to)
I

H

3

can be expressed using perturbation theory as, [18, 19]

= . T e-i ft~ dtHINr1

U(t, to)

(1.4)

The time ordering operator T is defin ed to order the ranges of the multiple time integrations
in the exponential from t 0 to t. The partition function in the interaction picture can
therefore be expressed as, [7, 20],
(1.5)
The inverse temperature behaves as a complex component of time. The time dependence
of the fields varies between t 0 and t 0 - i/3 along a complex contour, (to may be complex).
The complex contour is defined by the contour ordering operator Tc to be non-increasing
in the complex direction. The exact form of the contour leads to different formalisms of
finite temperature field theory. The two most common are the real and imaginary time
formalisms whose contours are given in figure 1.1.

~

to
(a)

lmt

.;: - - - - - - + - - - - - - ~
,. Ret

t

t-icr

t;;i/3

I

Imt

to
(b)

t

- - - - - - + - - - , 1 - - - - - - - - Ret

t;;ifi',

Figure 1.1: (a) A contour for the real time formalism . were O < ~ < f3 and the limit of
to ----+ - oo and t ----+ oo has been taken. (b) The contour for the imaginary time formalism.
t 0 is usually set to zero for convenience.
There have been many discussions about the advantages of and the differences between
the real and imaginary time formalisms, [7, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. These will be highlighted
but will not form an important part of the thesis.
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1. 2 .1

Real time formalism

The limit of t 0 -+ -oo and stretching the contour through t = +oo as in figure l.l(a) ,
gives the real time formalism, [7, 26]. The coupling constant governing the non-Abelian
interactions of QCD is adiabatically switched off in the infinite past and the infinite future ,
[27]. The infinite past becomes a point in time before any interactions have occured and
the infinite future becomes a point after all interactions have occured. The kets of the
theory in these limits then obey free field constraints and this identifies the in- and outkets. The fields in the interaction picture evolve as free fields and the kets satisfy free field
constraints. All the information about the interactions is contained within the contour
ordered exponential in the partition function, (1.5).
The advantages of the real time formalism rely on the ability to factorise the partition
function into two components, each depending on either the vertical or horizontal sections
of the contour in 1.1 (a) , see [26, 28]. This relies on adiabatic switching off the interactions.
This however produces a time dependent Hamiltonian which runs contrary to the idea of
an equilibrium theory. Establishing the factorisation of the partition function is an area
of ongoing debate , [29, 30]. There have been other forms of the real time contour in figure
l.l(a) that try to address some of these issues, [31].

If we assume that the partition function can be factorised, then the Green's functions
only depend on the horizontal sections of the contour, [26, 28]. The fields can have their
time dependences on either one of the two remaining horizontal sections. For a 2-point
Green's function this leads to a 2 x 2 matrix description covering all combinations. This
matrix representation is aesthetically displeasing but provides no major calculational difficulties. The advantages of the real time formalism are that calculations are simplified as
the physical kets in the asymptotic limits can be identified with particle states. Real time
dependencies naturally occur within the formulation and this allows for extensions into the
Keldysh formulation, [32] of non-equilibrium field theory.

1.2.2

Imaginary time formalism

Finite t 0 (usually t 0 = 0, see figure l.l(b)) leads to the ·imaginary time formalism, [7, 33].
There is only one section on the contour so 2-point Green's functions are described by
a single term. The finite contour means that Fourier transforms can be expressed using
summations over discrete Matsubara [34] frequencies. Propagators which satisfy the KuboMartin-Schwinger, [35, 36] (KMS) periodicity condition have only even or odd Matsubara
frequencies, [18]. The discrete frequency summations can be expressed by a sum of residues

5

and the associated complex contour can then be evaluated by the Residual Theorem, [20].
Real time evolution is not naturally included within the imaginary time formalism.
It is convenient for static quantities, but for time dependent quantities analytic continuation must be used, see for example Fetter and Walecka, [16]. In this thesis the static
thermodynamic pressure will be calculated and analytic continuation will not be required.
Fixing the gauge at a finite point in time is the source of most of the difficulty for
the imaginary time formalism. The formalism was developed for QED where gauge fixing
conditions are relatively easy to solve. It is in QED t hat most of the beliefs of the imaginary
time formalism are realised. For QCD in the imaginary time formalism, the non-Abelian
gauge must be fixed in the presence of the interactions. This is a non-trivial problem that
will be addressed in this thesis.
The most common approach is to remove the gauge freedom from propagators. The
non-Abelian gauge freedom leads to the Taylor-Slavnov, [37, 38] identities which constrains
the propagators. The most general propagators satisfying these identities, [39] can be
constructed and used as a starting point for perturbation theory.
This method produces the same answer as the real time formalism, however it does
assume that all propagators have the same properties. This assumption has been discussed
in the imaginary time formalism in the temporal gauge, [8, 40] and for the real time
formalism in a covariant gauge, [9]. In this thesis we will extend the discussion to the
Feynman gauge in the imaginary time formalism.
Not all propagators are required to be thermalised in order to calculate temperature
dependent quantities in perturbation theory, [8, 9, 41, 42]. The thermal components of
unphysical propagators such as longitudinal and scalar gluon and Faddeev Popov ghost 2
propagators cancel in finite temperature calculations and one can choose not to thermalise
them in the first place. In order to construct the propagator from Taylor-Slavnov identities,
the distinction between these physical and unphysical propagators is not made and all the
propagators are thermalised. As we shall see this is not a necessary condition and can lead
to additional complications.
There is other approach for QCD gauge fixing which is suitable for imaginary time
formalism. This has been developed for the temporal gauge by James and Landshoff, [8].
The physical kets are constrained to be gauge invariant on the gauge fixing surface and
then perturbatively identified. The physical kets are used to construct the propagators in
a modified perturbation theory. This will be the approach taken ·in this thesis. Both the
2

All ghost fields referred to in this thesis will be the Faddeev Popov ghost fields.
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temporal and Feynman gauge will be considered and the approach will be presented in a
way that allows extension into other gauges. The difficulties associated with non-Abelian
gauge fixing in the Feynman and temporal gauges will be discussed in sections 1.3- 1.5.

1.2.3

Thermo Field Dynamics

Any discussion of finite temperature field theory should include the operator formulation
developed by Umezawa and coworkers called Thermo Field Dynamics, [6]. In this formalism
the kets have a thermal component . Thermal expectation values which are usually averages
over the complete Fock space become averages over a single thermal ket. This doubles the
space of kets and also effectively doubles the operators as well. The propagators become
2 x 2 matrices which is reminiscent of the matrix propagators in the real time formalism.
For a discussion on this relationship with the real time formalism and applications in both
condensed matter and high-energy physics, see references [6, 7].

1.3

Gauge fixing

There are many approaches to gauge fixing which have been clearly defined in chapter 3
of Kaku , [43], on which the following is based. The method most analogous to quantum
mechanics is canonical quantisation, where only the physical modes are quantised, see for
example [43]. However Lorentz invariance is lost and it is complicated for non-Abelian
gauge theories. Gupta-Bleuler quantisation, [44, 45] maintains Lorentz invariance at the
cost of introducing negative norm kets , which require removal.
The path integral method, [46, 47] is based on fundamental assumptions of quantum
theory and can provide a lot of insight however the required functional integrals are difficult
to work with. For finite temperature field theory, the path integral formalism uses periodic
fields, [48], which is not required in other quantisation formalisms. Becchi-Rouet-StoraTyutin (ERST) quantisation, [10, 11, 12, 13], like Gupta-Bleuler quantisation also includes
negative norm kets which require removal, [49 , 15]. All the information is contained within

a Noether charge and it handles non-Abelian residual symmetries.
The Batalin-Fradkin- Vilkovisky (BFV) approach, [5'0, 51] is a generalisation of BRST
quantisation that has found application in string and membrane theories. This generalisation can easily become cumbersome. Stochastic quantisation, [52] is another approach
in which fluctuations in a fictitious fifth spacetime coordinate are allowed to settle into
an equilibrium state. This was primarily developed for numerical predictions but also has
7

analytic applications.
The previous attempts to fix a non-Abelian gauge in QCD for the imaginary time
formalism, [8, 53] have been in the temporal gauge and used canonical quantisation. The
gauge fixing was effective however the approach is difficult to generalise to other gauges.
In this thesis the effective Lagrangian in the Feynman and temporal gauges will be
used. The effective Lagrangian is constrained to describe a unitary theory. Feynman
[54, 55] showed that this required the inclusion of a gauge fixing term and a ghost term
into the Lagrangian. Feynman was however only able to show this up to the level of the
first loop. Faddeev and Popov, [56] used the path integral formalism and showed how to
construct the general effective Lagrangian in all gauges and to all orders in perturbative
QCD. This path integral approach is still the only general way to construct the QCD
effective Lagrangian, see for example section 15.1 of Aitchison and Hey, [57].
This effective Lagrangian will then be used to construct the partition function in the
canonical formalism. See for example chapters 1 and 9 of Cheng and Li [17]. The path
integral method will not be used to calculate finite temperature quantities, and it will
only be used to produce the effective action at zero temperature. The classical fields will
be represented as field operators and there will be no reason to include any periodicity
conditions on these operators, [48].
The gauge condition constrains the field operator onto a hypersurface. On this gauge
surface in QCD , a non-Abelian residual gauge symmetry still exists, see section 1.4. In
axial gauges this residual gauge symmetry can be removed by implementing Gauss's Law,
however this is not an easy procedure as we shall see in section 1.5. Rather than imposing
Gauss's Law, we will exploit this residual symmetry with the ERST formalism. This will
allow both the Feynman and temporal gauges to be treated in a similar way. The difficulties
of non-Abelian gauge fixing in the Feynman and temporal gauges will be discussed in the
following two sections .

1.4

Feynman gauge fixing

The main difficulty in gauge fixing QCD in the Feynman gauge arises from Gribov's ambiguity. This limits any gauge fixing to be a perturbative process. Within a perturbative
frame work there are three approaches. The simplest uses the Lehmann, Symanzik and
Zimmermann asymptotic conditions to switch off the interactions, [27, 49, 58] however this
is not useful for the finite time gauge fixing that is required for the imaginary time formalism, see section 1.2. The second approach uses Taylor-Slavnov identities to construct the
8

most general propagators, [39]. The disadvantages of this approach for finite temperature
calculations were discussed in section 1.2.2.
The third approach developed in this thesis uses the BRST symmetry to fix the gauge
without switching off the interactions. This type of direct gauge fixing has previously only
been applied to axial gauges such as the temporal gauge, see section 1.5. Covariant gauges
such as the Feynman gauge suffer from Gribov's ambiguity and we must address this before
we attempt any gauge fixing.

1.4.1

Gribov's ambiguity

Gribov's ambiguity was first demonstrated in the Coulomb gauge, [59] before it was generalised to all covariant gauges, [60]. It effectively states that no covariant gauge condition
can globally remove all the unphysical degrees of freedom due to the non-trivial topology
of QCD. It is therefore naive to believe that a covariant gauge can be completely fixed in
QCD.
Consider a gauge transformation of the field Aµ in either QED or QCD where cc represents the respective coupling constants.
(1.6)
For QED U(x) =

B(x) is a phase factor. For QCD U(x) = eigTaoa(x) where
a= l, . .. 8, Ta are the SU(3) Gell-Mann matrices, cc= g, Aµ(x) = Ta A~(x) and ea(x) are
eight spacetime dependent arbitrary parameters. The covariant gauge condition oµAµ = 0
defines a gauge fixing hypersurface. On this surface there exists two fields Aµ and A~ which
differ by a gauge transformation provided B satisfies) [ 59]
eieO(x) ,

cc=

e,

0

(1. 7)

For QED this condition reduces to

=

DB(x)

0

(1.8)

In order that the energy remains finite we confine spacetime to be a 4-sphere and impose
the boundary condition that all fields vanish at infinity. With this boundary condition
the solution to (1.8) becomes trivial, B(x) = 0. This means that all fields on the gauge
fixing surface differ by more than a gauge transformation. The gauge fixing condition has
removed the gauge freedom on the gauge fixing surface.
9

For QCD equation (1.7) does not simplify and has non-trivial solutions for ea(x) for
large gauge transformations or large values of A~(x). Gauge equivalent fields have not been
removed from the gauge fixing surface and spurious degrees of freedom remain. In fact there
are multiple solutions to this equation which form boundaries on the gauge fixing surface.
The fields at each boundary differs from the previous one by a gauge transformation where
ea(x) inside U(x) satisfies (1.7). These physically equivalent copies are Gribov copies and
the first boundary surrounding A~ = 0 is the Gribov horizon.
Gribov ambiguity is a non-perturbative effect and for small variations in the fields about
A~ = 0 one remains inside the Gribov horizon and never encounters a Gribov copy. In
other words within a perturbative frame work, with small variations of the fields, Gribov
ambiguity can be ignored. This effectively limits any gauge fixing and identification of a
physical sector, to be a perturbative process. As most calculations in QCD are perturbative
anyway this is a small price to pay.
In chapter 3 the Feynman gauge will be perturbatively fixed by removing the gauge
freedom from the fields and kets in the presence of the interactions. This will be done

by identifying ea as a ghost field and the gauge freedom in (1.6) as part of the BRST
symmetry. The BRST symmetry is the same in all gauges and so similarities with the
temporal gauge will be exploited.

1.4.2

Confinement

There is an ongoing discussion about the inability to fix a non-Abelian covariant gauge
completely and its possible relationship to the confinement problem, [59, 61]. All observables of a gauge theory must be gauge invariant and one method of identifying them is
to construct them from the gauge invariant components of the fields. This requires the
complete removal of the gauge freedom from the fields. Gribov ambiguity states that for
a non-Abelian covariant gauge there are always Gribov copies and such complete gauge
fixing is not possible. This is used to explain the confinement hypothesis that quarks and
gluons are not observable. Issues of confinement and observability are non-perturbative
effects and provided one remains within a perturbative ,framework they can be ignored.

1.5

Temporal gauge fixing

Methods of quantising axial gauges including the temporal gauge are described in references
[62] and [63]. The generic axial gauge condition is nµAµ
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= 0 and

due to their topology

they do not appear to suffer from Gribov's ambiguity, [64].
Consider two fields on the gauge fixing surface which differ by a gauge transformation.
Using equation (1.6) , the gauge parameter .on the gauge fixing surface must satisfy
(1.9)
For the temporal gauge, nµ = (1 , 0, 0, 0). Time independent gauge transformations still exist leaving a residual gauge symmetry. The generator of the residual gauge transformations
in the temporal gauge is given by
(1.10)
where Ga(x) is the Gauss Law operator, and is a field equation that is lost by the imposition of the gauge condition. By implementing Gauss's Law, the generator of the gauge
transformations vanishes and the residue gauge freedom will have been removed. ea can
therefore be ignored. ea is the source of the ghost fields in the BRST formalism and they
decouple with the implementation of Gauss's Law.
For QED , Gauss's Law does not involve self-interactions and it can be easily imposed
as a condition on the physical kets.

(PIGIP) =

(Pl8 · 1r!P) = 0

(1.11)

This condition is analogous to the Gupta-Bleuler quantisation condition on the physical
kets in a covariant gauge and is easily solved by a space of purely transverse kets.
However for QCD at a finite point in time, (required for the imaginary time formalism),
Gauss's Law does involve self-interactions and becomes difficult to work with. The nonAbelian Gauss Law condition on the kets has been solved in the Schrodinger representation
where momenta are represented by derivatives of their respectively fields , see [65, 66 , 67]
and references within [62]. This result indicates that complete temporal gauge fixing may be
possible as Gribov's ambiguity does not apply. However the application of these solutions
to perturbative calculations in QCD is difficult to realise.
Within a canonical theory approach, James and L,;1,ndshoff, [8] found it necessary to
consider the vanishing ~f multiple Gauss Law conditions.
(1.12)
A solution for n = 1 does not necessarily hold for n > 1 due to the mixing between the free
and interacting parts of the Gauss Law operator. The requirement for multiple powers of
11

the Gauss Law operator in equation (1.12) arises from the multiple powers of the Gauss
Law operator in the generator of the gauge transformations, (1.10). James and Landshoff
were able to solve this condition for the physical kets perturbatively up to order g 2 in the
coupling constant.
Notice that Gauss's Law has been imposed as a matrix rather than an operator condition. The use of the operator condition G/P) = 0 sacrifices the ability to normalise the kets.
For example in QED the Gauss Law operator satisfies [G(x), I)· A(y)] = k 2 (21r)3c5 3 (x -y)
and the vanishing matrix element is proportional to the norm of /P).

0 = (P/[G(x), a. A(y)]/P) = 8 2 (21r) 3 b3 (x - y)(PIP)

(1.13)

If the operator form of Gauss Law is used then a renormalisation factor must be included
in order to take this into account.
Lenz et al, [68] also attempted to solve the non-Abelian Gauss Law by separating G(A)
into parallel and perpendicular components, G(A) = G11 (A11) + G .1(A.1). However as G(A)
is non-linear, there is also the possibility of G(A 11 , A.1) which they seemed to ignore. The
parallel and perpendicular polarisation vectors do not cancel each other as they depend on
different momenta in momentum space.
In the temporal gauge the difficult problem of implementing Gauss's Law remains. In
this thesis an alternative method of quantising the temporal gauge will be used. On the
gauge fixing surface ea can be identified as a Faddeev Popov ghost field and the residual
gauge freedom identified as a BRST symmetry, see chapter 2. The use of the BRST
symmetry will avoid the necessity to consider multiple powers of constraints as in equation
(1.12). Gauss's Law will not be imposed consequently ghost fields will be included. The
ghost fields decouple in the calculations so their inclusion does not complicate calculations
in the temporal gauge. The BRST symmetry is the same in all gauges so similarities
with the Feynma:q gauge can be exploited. Like James and Landshoff only a perturbative
identification of the physical kets will be made.

1.5.1

Gauge invariant gluons

Another approach to gauge fixing axial gauges has been to identify the gauge independent
components of the gluon field, Aphys. The Hamiltonian and physical kets are then constructed out of these gauge invariant components. These components will be labelled as
physical because at lowest order they represent the physical polarisations of the photon
field . The Fock space of these fields also produces the physical kets, see section 2.6.
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Chang, [69] considered removing the redundant degrees of freedom using the gauge
generator in (1.10). Chang obtained an iterative procedure for obtaining the gauge invariant components of the gluon field without .actually solving it. Instead a gauge invariant
description of the Hamiltonian was sought using point transformations with a non-linear
metric.
Lavelle and McMullan, [61] in the temporal gauge required the physical components of
the gluon field to satisfy

ut(x)Aphys(x)U(x) - !_ut(x)oU(x)
g

1
h- 1 Ah+ -h- 1 8h
g

h

e9°'1 +g

2

az+. ..

(1.15)
(1.16)

They solved for Aphys up to order g 2 and showed that Aphys also satisfied the Coulomb and
Landau gauge condition. Nachbagauer, [70] tried to identify both the gauge invariant kets
and the components of the gluon field in the same way. However he truncated the value
for h at a 1 and obtained an incorrect result.
The identification of Aphys will be recast in terms of the BRST symmetry and the
similarities with Gauss Law gauge fixing becomes clear. A similar Aphys as found by
Lavelle and McMullan will be identified up to order g2. By recasting this in the BRST
formalism the gauge invariant components of the gluon field in the Feynman gauge will
also be found.

1.6

Summary

In this thesis BRST canonical quantisation will be used to perturbatively remove the gauge
freedom from QCD in the Feynman and temporal gauges. The physical kets and physical
components of the gluon field will be identified without any asymptotic assumptions. This
will allow thermodynamic calculations to proceed in the imaginary time formalism without
imposing any periodicity conditions. This chapter has explained the motivation for using
this approach.
In the next chapter the BRST formalism and its application to perturbative gauge fixing
will be set up . In chapters 3 and 4 this will be applied to the Feynman and temporal gauges.
The physical kets and components of the gluon fields will be perturbatively identified up to
order g 2 in the coupling constant, in these two gauges. In chapter 5 the time development
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of the physical kets and expec tation values will be considered. In
chapte r 6 these results
will be applie d in the canonical formalism to the partiti on functi
on. This will be used
to calcul ate the second order therm odyna mic pressure and the
standa rd result will be
obtain ed. As well as providing a new calculational metho d it
provides a check on the
consistency of the gauge fixing procedure. Chapt er 7 will summ arise
the main results of
the thesis and consider areas of furthe r research.
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Chapter 2
Quantisation
In this chapter the BRST symmetry and its relationship to gauge fixing will be introduced.
An extension to James and Landshoff, [8] method of perturbative gauge fixing will be
developed. While this will still produce a perturbative solution, it will avoid the multiple
powers required in equation (1.12) and allow an extension to the covariant gauges. This
method will also allow for the identification of the gauge invariant components of the gluon
field.

2.1

Non-Abelian symmetries

The Faddeev Popov method (see for example [17]) will be used to implement a gauge
condition and construct a QCD effective action. The effective action can be constructed
to exhibit a BRST symmetry by including a Lautrup-Nakanishi, [71 , 72] auxiliary B field.
For example t he effective action for a covariant gauge with gauge condition 3µ A~ -~Ba

=0

can be expressed as,

where paµv = fJ µAaV - fJV Aaµ + gfabcAbµAcV ) nac
µ = fJµc5ac + gfabcAbµ ) c and care the Faddeev
Popov ghost fields and the SU (3) indices have been suppressed. All the fields are in the
Heisenberg picture and left handed differentiation is being used throughout. The effective
action with gauge condition nµ A~ - ~B

Saxial

-_

= 0 can be exptessed

; · d4X [ - 1 F µv Fµv -. 1~ (nµ Aµ)2

The axial gauge, n · A

4

= 0,

2

corresponds to

~

=
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as,

+ 21~ (nµ Aµ

0, and

~

- ~B )2

- µDµc ]
+ en

(2.2)

= 1 is the static gauge n · fJn · A =

0.

These two actions will be used to represent the Feynman and temporal gauges in
chapters 3 and 4 respectively. The BRST symmetry was originally developed for the
covariant gauges but can also be used for non-covariant gauges, [73]. Lee and Yee, [74]
also set up the BRST formalism in both the covariant and axial gauges in the functional
Schrodinger picture.

2.1.1

BRST symmetry

Both the covariant and axial gauge effective actions in equations (2.1-2.2) have been restricted onto a surface defined by the gauge condition. However the action is still invariant
under a residual gauge symmetry. On the gauge fixing surface in a covariant gauge, fields
differ by a gauge transformation provided equation (1. 7) is satisfied. The infinitesimal form
of this equation is
(2.3)
For an axial gauge the (non-infinitesimal) condition is,
(1.9)
Equations (2.3) and (1.9) are the equations of motion for the Faddeev Popov ghost field,
c. The gauge parameter on the gauge fixing surface can be identified with the ghost field.

(2.4)
where A anti-commutes with the ghost fields and is required in order to match the bosonic
nature of the gauge parameter with the anti-commutating nature of the ghost field. This
residual gauge symmetry becomes a non-Abelian BRST symmetry that mixes the ghost
and auxiliary fields. The BRST transformations of the fields that leave the effective actions
(2.1- 2.2) invariant are,

6Aµ
bB
be

6c

ADµc

(2.5)

0

(2.6)

AB
1
--Ag(c I\ c)
2

(2.7)
(2.8)

Gribov's ambiguity arises in covariant gauges because boundary conditions can not be used
to make ea(x) ignorable. This results in the contribution of ghost fields in calculations.
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For the axial gauge the option to implement Gauss's Law and ignore ea(x) (or the ghost
fields) has not been exercised, see section 1.5. The ghost fields have been included in the
axial gauge, however they cancel amongst themselves in calculations.

2.1.2

Ghost symmetry

The Faddeev Popov ghost fields can be rescaled which provides another symmetry of the
action.
C

-t

1

C

eA9hc ,

59hc =

(eA 9h

e-A9hc,

59h c =

(e-A 9h

l)c

-

l) c

(2 .9)

(2.10)

A9 1i is a real constant so this is a change of scale rather than a change of phase. This
symmetry will also be used to identify the physical components of the theory.

2.1.3

anti-BRST symmetry

In addition to the BRST symmetry there is another symmetry under which the action is
invariant. The anti-BRST symmetry, [75 , 76] is a type of adjoint to the BRST symmetry. The transformations are based on the interchange of c and c in equation (2.5). The
transform ations unfortunately depends on the particular gauge under consideration. The
anti-BRST transformations for the covariant gauge in equation (2.1) are,

JAµ

The Lagrangian is covariant, 5£

5Scov =

ADµc

(2.11)

JB

-Ag(c I\ B)

(2 .12)

Jc

1
--Ag(c I\ c)
2

(2.13)

Jc

-Ag(c I\ c) - AB

(2 .14)

= OµX µ, however the action is invariant.

j d xoµ[cDµ B 4

1

(-l)"'"c)

Boµc + -(c /\ c)R] = 0
2

A

(2.15)

While total derivatives in the action do not affect the field equations they do affect the
definit ion of the conserved current and so must be taken into account. T he anti-BRST
transformations for the temporal gauge effective action in equation (2.2) are,
(2.16)
(2.17)
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-Ag(c I\ c)
-Ag(c I\ c)

(2.18)

+ AB

(2.19)

Again the Lagrangia n is covariant while the action is invariant.

= -

oSaxial

j d x8µ(nµcB)
4

= 0

(2.20)

The anti-BRST transforma tions are different in different gauges which highlights the differences rather than the similarities between gauges. A method is sought that is the same
across different gauges so this symmetry will not be used. Its application in this formalism
may provide other interesting results and is an area for further work.

2.2

Gener ator of the symme tries

One of the consequences of Noether's theorem is that the generator of the transforma tions
is the conserved charge of the symmetry. Consider an action of the form,
(2.21)

in which the Lagrangian is covariant under a transforma tion of the fields,

os

=

J

d4 xoµxµ =

o

(2.22)

It is easy to show that the time independe nt Noether charge that generates the transformation is given by,
(2.23)

The ordering within this expression depends on the choice of left-hande d differentiation
which is necessary to take into account when considering anti-comm uting ghost fields.
By the addition of total derivatives it is often possible to remove the double derivative
dependanc e from t_he action and make both the Lagrangian and the action invariant under
the symmetry, Xµ = 0. With this property the Noether charge reduces to
AQ

=

j d xoqnr1 ,
3

(2.24)

Notice that a constant A has been separated out from the remaining fields in the definition
of the Noether charge (2.23- 2.24). The symmetry transforma tions of a ket lef>) or field ef>
are given by,

11>)

---t

lef>) '

<P ---t <P
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eiAQl<P)

(2.25)

eiAQ q>e-iAQ

(2 .26)

The Noether charges associated with the BRST and ghost symmetries will be labelled
as AQ and A 9 hQgh respectively. A and A9 h were introduced in equations (2.5-2.8) and
(2.9- 2.10).
One advantage of using the BRST symmetry is due to its nilpotency, Q 2 = 0. This
means that the finite BRST transformatio ns of the kets and fields reduce to a single term.

J(l<P))

iAQlcp)

(2.27)

J(cp)

[iAQ, </)]

(2.28)

The nilpotency also means that the BRST transformatio n of a transformed field is zero,
J(J(j)) = 0 and the variation of the BRST charge is zero JQ = 0. This can be seen using
equation (2.26) and the Jacob identities.

J(J(j)) = [iAQ , [iAQ , </)]]

0

(2.29)

JQ = [iAQ, Q]

0

(2.30)

These equations are a lot more manageable than the usual equation used for generating
the transformatio ns of the gluon field, equation (1.6)
(1.6)
There are some important differences between this equation and (2.28). Equation (2.28)
represents a finite gauge transformatio n of the gluon field on the gauge fixing surface, (that
is when the gauge parameter can be identified as a ghost field). Alternatively equation
(1.6) can be expanded in a perturbative series to obtain an arbitrary infinitesimal gauge
transformatio n of the gluon field. Both representatio ns of gauge transformatio ns have their
respective areas of application and for non-Abelian gauge fixing, the BRST transformatio n 1s
(2.28) easier to manage.
The ghost Noether charge is not nilpotent and consequently finite ghost transformatio ns
of the kets and fields do not simplify to a single term but remain as a series.
(2.31)
00

I)iAghQgh, <P]j

(2.32)

j=l

n times

[<P, [<P, ... ' [cp, cp'] ... ]]
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(2.33)

2.3

BRS T gaug e inva rian ce

The state of a physical system is represented mathem aticall y by bra and
ket vectors. The
physical states are gauge indepe ndent, and any set of physical kets must
also be gauge
indepe ndent. The choice of gauge restrict s the effective action onto a
particu lar gauge
surface. On this gauge fixing surface, the gauge transfo rmatio ns can be
represe nted by
ERST transfo rmatio ns. The set of physical kets will be defined to be invaria
nt under these
transfo rmatio ns. Using (2.27) this provides a constra int on the physical kets.

QIP) = 0

(2.34)

Kugo and Ojima, [49] showed that this ERST invaria nt conditi on defines
a positive semidefinite set of kets. The positive definite BRST invaria nt kets are called BRST
singlet kets .
The non-null BRST invaria nt kets with zero norm are called BRST double
t kets and have
the form

l<I>o) = Ql<I>),

Ql<I>) =I= 0

(2.35)

The subscr ipt in l<I>o) refers to its zero norm. l<I>) is the parent ket and l<I>o)
is the daught er
ket. These double t kets are both BRST invaria nt and have zero norm becaus
e the Noethe r
charge is nilpote nt.
Kugo and Ojima, [15, 49] defined the set of physical kets to be BRST invaria
nt and
invaria nt under time development. This requires the inclusion of the zero
norm kets. The
time development of IP) in the Schrodinger picture is giveri by

IP,t)s = e-iH(t-to) IP,to)

(2.36)

Using the completeness relatio n, the components of the final ket IP, t) s can
be identified in
terms of the kets 3:t time t 0 . The completeness relatio n involves a sum over
the complete
Fock space including both physical and unphysical kets. In chapte r 5 we
will show that it
has the form
1

L 11>, to) (<fa,tol
L IP', to) (P', to I + L {Q (to), Rn (to)}
</;

P'

(2.37)

14>) represents a general ket in the complete Fock space and IP') is a ket in
a physical
subspace. Q is the BRST charge and Rn is a function of the fields and kets.
Substi tuting
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this form of the completeness relation in equation (2.36) , we get

IP, t)s =

LIP', to)(P', tole-iH(t-to) IP, to)+ L {Q(to) , Rn(to)}e-iH(t-to)IP, toX2.38)
P'

The Noether charge commutes with the Hamiltonian to annihilate the physical kets. The
components of the final kets therefore have the form

IP, t)s =

L clP', to)+ Ql<i))

(2.39)

P'

where l<i)) = :En 21 Rn(to)e-iH(t-to) IP, to) and c = (P', tole-iH(t-to) IP, to) is a transition
amplitude. Notice that a zero norm ket Ql<i)) is a component of the final ket. This
equation shows that in general a positive definite ket evolves into a positive semi-definite
ket, [15, 77]. This has lead many authors include zero norm kets in their definition of
physical kets, see for example [15, 49, 78, 79].
The zero norm ERST invariant kets (2.35) do not contribute to any physical processes,
see chapter 5. Any two ERST invariant kets that differ by a zero norm ket l<i) 0 ) represent
the same physics and describe the same physical state. This means that there is a many to
one relationship between the ERST invariant positive semi-definite kets and the physical
states.
This is not the only way to define the physical kets. The nilpotency of the ERST
Noether charge also means that the zero norm kets in (2.35) are orthogonal to all other
ERST invariant kets. They can be removed from the vector space by treating any two
ERST invariant kets that differ by l<i) 0 ) as equivalent. The quotient space which is formed,
is a ERST invariant positive definite set of kets. In this positive definite set of kets, no two
kets represent the same physical state and there is a one to one relationship between the
physical kets and the physical states. The positive definite and ERST invariant conditions
form another definition of the physical kets, IP).
Note that there are infinitely many different sets of physical kets within this definition.
Each ket, IP), in one set of physical kets differs from each ket IP') in another set of physical
kets, by a zero norm ket, IP') = IP) EB l<i)o).
One has the option of choosing a set of physical kets that are either invariant under
time development or have a one to one relationship with the physical states. The physical predictions of the theory are not altered by either choice however the mathematical
structure is. In this thesis the positive definite set of ERST invariant physical kets will be
chosen as the definition of the physical kets and the zero norm kets will be removed . A
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further discussion of these issues with examples will be given in the Feynman and temporal
gauges in sections 3.2.2 and 4.2.2 respectively.

It is important to note that in a space with indefinite metric there are kets with zero
and negative norm. The complete Fock space is larger than the space of physical kets
and this is reflected in the completeness relation. This has important consequences for the
cyclic property of the trace and the KMS periodicity of the propagators, see chapter 6.

2.4

Ghost scale invarian ce

Some of the unwanted zero norm kets can be removed by restricting the physical kets to be
invariant under the ghost scale symmetry. Using the generator of the ghost transformatio ns
given in equation (2.31) the constraints can be written as,
(2.40)
The ghost charge is not nilpotent so the definition of the ghost scale transformatio n involves
the exponential. The infinitesimal transformatio n corresponds to a vanishingly small Agh·
In this limit the condition becomes
(2.41)

If this condition is satisfied then both the full and infinitesimal forms of (2.40) are satisfied.
This will be used to further constrain the physical kets by removing the ghost scale symmetry. The next section will look at how the BRST gauge (2.34) and ghost scale invariances
(2.41) can .be used to identify the physical kets.

2.5

Perturb ative transfor mation operato r

One method of solving the non-Abelian conditions on the physical kets, (2.34) and (2.41) ,
switches off the interactions in the infinite past and future, [15, 27, 49, 73, 79]. This
however does not help identify the physical kets at a finite point in time which is required
in order to use the imaginary time formalism, see section 1.2.2.
Another method suitable for the imaginary time formalism was developed in the temporal gauge by James and Landshoff, [8]. This is based on the idea that the zero coupling
conditions on the physical kets can be directly solved. The full coupling physical kets IP)
are then expressed via perturbative series O(g) in terms of the zero coupling physical

a
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kets IT).

IP)

=

O(g)IT)

(2.42)

The zero coupling physical kets IT) are defined to satisfy the same conditions as IP) but
with the coupling constant g is set to zero. The coupling constant will only be set to zero
in the conditions on the physical kets. The fields will still be in the interaction picture
and still obey the same field equations and commutation relations. The relevance of IT)
to anything physical is not important, but the fact that the zeroth order conditions can
be solved and the excitations within IT) identified is important. IT) does not necessarily
represent the physical states for any particular zero coupling theory but it is required to
satisfy

QolT)

0

(2.43)

Qgho IT)

0

(2.44)

where Q 0 = Ql 9 =o and Q 9 1i 0 = Q9 1ilg=O· As we shall see in both the Feynman and temporal
gauges, Q 9 h in the interaction picture is independent of the coupling, so Q 9 ho = Q 1i. This
9
is only true in the interaction picture. Equations (2.34) and (2.41- 2.44) together constrain
the transformation operator 0

QOIT) = 0 = OQolT)

(2.45)

QghOIT) = 0 = OQghlT)

(2.46)

These conditions are satisfied by the stronger conditions

Qo

(2.47)

Q 9 h ==} [Q 9 h, OJ

= 0 ==} o9 h0 =

O

(2.48)

where equation (2.32) has been used . The zero coupling and full coupling physical kets,
IT) and IP) are both orthonormal sets of kets. This requires the transformation operator
0 to be a unitary operator,

oto = 1.

A unitary series ·c an be expressed in general as an
exponentiated series of antihermitian terms.

0

= ei(go1 + 9 202+ ... ) ,

t

On

= On, n = 1, 2, .. ·.

(2.49)

This ensures the normalisation of IP) given the normalisation of IT) . The fixing of the
non-Abelian gauge has been reduced to the problem of fixing an Abelian gauge in equations
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(2.43-2.44) and perturbatively solving equations (2.47-2.48). This will be done up to order

g 2 in the Feynman and temporal gauges in chapters 3 and 4 respectively.
There have been other applications of the BRST formalism in non-Abelian gauge fixing.
Bauer et al, [80] considered an alternative condition to (2.47), in/gQe- in/ 9 = QINT· They
were able to identify a number of geometric structures in the theory however it did not
enable them to obtain a useful description of the physical kets.
Hwang, Marnelius and coworkers have used the BRST symmetry in a series of papers
[81 , 82, 83, 84]. They expressed equation (2.42) as
(2.50)

where a is a real constant and p:~one of a number of different functions of the fields.
The physical kets IP) have been reparameterised into 14>) and the fields have also been
transformed. Hwang identified 14>) in one article [81] as satisfying linear constraints in
the transformed coordinates. The transformed coordinates however involved the inversion
of the Faddeev Popov determinant and analytical calculations became complicated. The
exact relationship between equation (2.50) and (2.42) is unclear as 14>) does not have a well
defined inner product, [84]. This relationship is an area for further research.
Cheng and Tsai, [77] showed the relationship between canonical and BRST non-Abelian
gauge fixing for the temporal and Feynman gauges. They did not however show how to solve
the non-Abelian constraints in either case. These articles show the interest in obtaining a
method for non-Abelian gauge fixing with the BRST formalism.

2.6

Physical components of the gluon field

In section 1.5.1 we discussed gauge fixing approaches based on the idea of identifying the
BRST invariant physical components of the gluon field, Aphys_ Using the BRST symmetry
Aphys

can be simply identified from the transformation operator 0.

The zeroth order BRST invariant components of the gluon field are the transverse
components.
(2.51)

where the zero coupling transformations are generated by Q 0 , [iAQ 0 , AT] = c5AT = 0. These
transverse polarisations are, at lowest order, the polarisation states of physical gluons,
(photons).
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Using this property with equation (2.47), the full coupling BRST gauge invariant components of the gluon field can be identified in terms of AT.

[iAQo, AT]= Ao(B(x)f = 0 = [Q, OATotJ = [Q, Aphys]
Aphys = OATot

(2.52)

Therefore after determining the transformation operator O from equation (2.47) the higher
order BRST invariant components of Aphys can be found. The BRST symmetry is nilpotent
which makes it easier to use than the usual gauge transformation of the fields in (1.14)
used by Lavelle and McMullan, [61] .
The identification of the physical kets, or gauge invariant components of the gluon field,
are essentially the same problem though authors have previously concentrated on either
one or the other. The physical kets can be represented by the Fock space of Aphys acting
on an interacting ground-state.
(2.53)

where h(k 1 , ... , kn) is a weighting function of the different momenta, aphyst = Oart cl and
art are the transverse creation operators. The interacting ground-state is given by OIO)
where the vacuum IO) is annihilated by all annihilation operators. Both the physical kets
and physical components of the gluon field can be found from 0. Aphys will be calculated
up to order g 2 in the Feynman and temporal gauges in chapters 3 and 4 and shown to have
similar properties as found by Lavelle and McMullan [61] in temporal gauge.

2.7

Summary

In this chapter a new method for using the BRST symmetry for gauge fixing has been
established. The physical kets have been defined as a positive definite set of BRST gauge
invariant kets. The fixing of the non-Abelian gauge has been reduced to the problem
fixing an Abelian gauge via equations (2.43- 2.44) and perturbatively solving equations
(2.47- 2.48) .
After identifying the transformation operator O, the physical kets can be identified
from equations (2.42) and the physical components of the gluon field can be identified
from equation (2 .52). In the next two chapters the solutions to these equations will be
found up to order g 2 in the Feynman and temporal gauges.
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Chapter 3
Feynman gauge
The first section contains a standard method for implementing the BRST symmetry in the
Feynman gauge and in section 3.2 onwards we apply the gauge fixing formalism introduced
in chapter 2.

3.1

Setting up

The effective action in a covariant gauge can be calculated using the Faddeev Popov path
integral method [56] which constrains the fields onto a surface defined by the gauge condition. The Nakanishi-Lautrup [71, 72] auxiliary B field and Faddeev Popov ghost fields
are introduced in this way. The path integral method will not be used to calculate finite temperature quantities, it will only be used to produce the effective action at zero
temperature.
The effective action in the covariant gauge can be represented as

This can be produced by the standard Faddeev Popov path integral method with gauge
condition 3µ A~ - -t Ba = 0 and the inclusion of a constant integral over the auxiliary B
field.
The Feynman gauge corresponds to t = 1. Total derivatives do not affect the action
or equations of motion so a8µ(BAµ) and -a'oµ(cDµc) will be added to the Lagrangian.
If ( a' =J l), then the Lagrangian contains double temporal derivatives which alters the

definition of the Euler-Lagrange equations and the conjugate momenta. If (a' - a =J 0) ,
t hen the Lagrangian is covariant rather than invariant under the BRST transformations.
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In order to remove double temporal derivatives and have an invariant Lagrangian under
the ERST transformations we will choose to set a = l = a'.
The effective Lagrangian in the Feynman gauge will be given by,
(3.1)
The Lagrangian contains primary second class constraints. In order to consistently take
these constraints into account (without the use of weak equations), the commutation relations must be the quantum analogies of the Dirac brackets [85] rather than the quantum
analogies of the Poisson brackets. The constraints and the conjugate momenta for the
Lagrangian are,
pio,

IT

= 80 c,

1ro,

W2

= 7rB

-

fI = - D 0 c
Ao

(3.2)
(3.3)

The canonical commutation relations are the quantum analogy of the Dirac brackets [, ]n,
and are defined in terms of the Poisson brackets [ , ]P ,
[ef>, 'I/Jln

= [ef>, 'I/J]p -

[ef>, wi]P[wi, wj]F;1[wj , 'I/J]p

(3.4)

[Aµ(x) ,1rv(y)] = i(gµv _ gµOgv0)o3(x - y)

(3.5)

[A 0 (x), B(y)] = -io 3 (x - y)

(3 .6)

{c(x), IT(y)}

=

{c(x), fi(y)}

=

-io 3(x - y)

(3.7)

The use of the Dirac brackets allows the second class constraints in (3 .3) to be imposed
without ambiguity, [85]. A 0 and B form a conjugate pair whose commutation relations are
independent of the choice of total derivatives in the Lagrangian, (a, a'). The second class
constraints (3.3) will therefore be chosen to express 1r0 and 7rB in terms of A 0 and B.
The ERST and ghost transformations were given in equations (2.5- 2.8) and (2.9- 2.10).
The particular choice of (a = 1 = a') in equation (3.1) means that the Lagrangian as well
as the action is invariant under the ERST symmetry. Using the definition of the Noether
charge (2.24) and the conjugate momentum (3.2) , the generators for the ERST and ghost
symmetries, (iAQ) and (iA9hQ gh) respectively, are given by,
iAQ

j d x [nic1ri + BIT -1g(c I\ c)rr]
iA j d x [err - cfi]
3

iA

9h

3
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(3.8)
(3.9)

3.1.1

Projection operators

This section will develop the projection operators that will be used in both the Feynman
and the temporal gauges. The gluon field will be divided into transverse and non-transverse
components. The polarisations of a gluon field are represented by the polarisation vector
E;(k), where µ ranges over the spacetime coordinates, and >. ranges over the transverse
and non-transverse polarisations. The sum of all polarisation gives the metric

(3.10)
The massless gluon has only two helicity states. These are the two transverse polarisations
that are perpendicular to the momenta.
(3.11)

This removes one of the four degrees of freedom within E;(k). Another condition must be
used to obtain the two helicity degrees of freedom. Usually Lorentz invariance is sacrificed
by using an arbitrary 4 vector , nµ [86] in the constraint
(3.12)
nµ will be associated with the 4 unit velocity of the heat bath, n 2

= 1, [87] but could

equally be associated with a gauge condition in an axial gauge, [62] . The transverse and
non-tranverse projection operators are formed from the polarisation vectors ,
T
Pµv
=

~

~

TT*

Eµ Ev

=

9µv -

pNT

µv ,

pNT

µv

T

=

~ ENT ENT*

~

µ

V

(3 .13)

NT

Using equations (3.11- 3.13) and the properties of projection operators we get , [43]
pNT

µv

n · o(nvoµ

+ ovnµ)

- ovoµ - o 2 nvnµ

(n . 8)2 - 32
9µv -

pNT

(3.14)
(3.15)

µv

These projection operators will be used in both the Feynman and temporal gauges. The
transverse and non-transverse (both scalar and longitudinal) components of the gluon field
are given by

(3.16)
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For equilibr ium finite tempera ture calculations the heat bath is at rest and nµ is a constan
t
vector nµ = (l, 0, 0, 0) . This rest frame obviously breaks Lorentz invariance and the
gluon
polarisa tion projection operato rs reduce to

p!
iJ

- TiJ·

p.NT

-L iJ·

iJ

- (6ij - 8-8·)
~/ ,
aiaj

a2'

Af(x)

Pi~AJ(x)

Af(x)

PiJAJ (x)

-

P([µ = 0

P{/ = 1,

Po1T = 0

(3 .17)
(3.18)

TijAj(x)

(3.19)

LijAj (x)

(3.20)

Supersc ripts L and S will be used to describe the longitud inal and scalar compon ents
of
the non-tran sverse gluon field. P/:} will be used to allow a covarian t analysis, however
calculat ions are always being done in the rest frame of the heat bath in which
nµ

=

(1, 0, 0, 0) and equatio ns (3.17-3. 20) will apply.

3.1.2

Intera ction pictur e

Perturb ation theory in the canonical formalism will be set up by transfor ming the
fields
and kets from the Heisenberg picture into the interact ion picture, see for exampl e chapter
1 of Cheng and Li [17]. The transfor mations were given in equatio n (1.3) ,

<h(t)

U(t, to)<PH(t)u- 1 (t, to)

l<i>,t)1

U(t, to)l<i>)H

(1.3)

At time t 0 , the two pictures coincide and in order to use the imagina ry time formalism
this
time will remain finite and limit t 0 ---+ - oo will not be taken. For convenience we will
be
set to zero, t 0 = 0.
The Hamilto nian in the Heisenberg picture is defined using left handed differentiation
to be given by H = q>1r cf; - L. The transfor mation into the interact ion picture, transfor
ms
the partitio n functi_on into a functional of the interact ing Hamilto nian, ((HH(<P, 1rq;))
1Nr) 1,
rather than the full Hamilto nian, see equatio n (1.5). The brackets indicate the order
in
which the steps are carried out so that no ambiguity arises. This gives the compon ents
of
the Hamilto nian in the interact ion picture as

'Ho

(3.21)
(3 .22)
(3.23)
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The second class constraint '11 1 = 1r0 = 0 ensures that the Noether charges (3.8- 3.9) are free
from explicit time derivatives. This means that the transformatio n of the Noether charges
into the interaction picture simply corresponds to the replacement of the Heisenberg fields
with the interaction picture fields. The definition of the conjugate momenta and the field
equations are simplified in the interaction picture. In the interaction picture the equations
of motion are governed by the free Hamiltonian. The coupling constant, g, can be set to
zero in the equations of motion for the interaction picture fields and in the equations for
the conjugate momenta, (3.2). The equations of motion become the massless Klein Gordon
equations.
DAj

=

DB1

=

=

Dc1

0

(3.24)

BµAµ - B

0

(3.25)

Dc1

The BRST transformatio ns contain explicit time derivatives and have a different form in
the interaction picture.

b"A}

ADi(A1 )c1

b"A~

A8°c1

5111

-ADj(A1)1rj - Ag(e1 I\ 111)

61rj

Ag(1rj I\ CJ)
(3 .26)

For the remainder of this chapter all fields will be in the interaction picture and all kets
will be considered at time t 0 where they are the same in both pictures.

3.1.3

Mode expansion

The solutions to t he field equations give the mode expansions in momentum space.

J(i:~4 21rb"(k )0(ko)aµ(k)e-ik·x +he
2

B(x)

j (i:~ 21rb" (k )e(ko) [ - ikoao(k) - ikiai(k) Je-ik·x + he
j (2d1r)k 21rb"(k )e(ko)rJ(k)e-ik·x + he
j (i:~ 21rb" (k )e (ko)f/(k) e-ik·x - he
2

4

(3.27)
(3.28)

4

c(x)
c(x)

2

4

2

4
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(3.29)
(3.30)

In order to preserve the hermiticity of the Lagrangian with anticommuti ng ghost fields,
one of the ghost fields must be anti-hermitia n, in this case c has been chosen. The non-zero
momentum space commutation relations are

{77(k), 77t(k')} ~ {17(k), 77t(k')}
[aµ(k), at(k')]

3.2

2lkl(21r) 353(k - k')

(3.31)

-2lkl9µv(21r) 3 53 (k - k')

(3.32)

Zero coupling physical kets

In this section the physical kets will be found without consideration of the self-interactions.
In other words the conditions on the physical kets will be solved with the coupling constant
g set to zero.

Only the physical ket conditions will have the coupling constant set to
zero and the fields and kets are still in the interaction picture. Important results will be
highlighted and will simplify the discussion of the fully interacting conditions in the next
section.

3.2.1

BRST and ghost invariant kets

The zeroth order physical kets are defined to satisfy equations (2.43) and (2.44) and have
positive definite norm. Using the definition of the Noether charges (3.8-3.9) in the interaction picture and expanding them in momentum space, (3.27- 3.30) the conditions on the
physical kets become,

QolT)

j d x c8oBIT)
3

-f. (21r)3 2lkl-[77(lklai - ·at)+ 77t(lklao Qg1ilT) - J(21r)3 2lk l [-t 77- t-JIT) 3

d k -

QgholT) =

1

k

d3 k

i

7]

7] 7]

0

k·

a)] IT) = 0

(3.33)
(3.34)

Note that the ghost Noether charge is independent of the coupling in the interaction picture.
The momenta space operators dependence on momenta has been dropped for clarity.
The gluon annihilation operators are defined by the commutation relations to be aµ,
Combining this with conditions (3.33-3.34) shows that 77 and 77 are the ghost annihilation
operators. The zero coupling physical kets therefore satisfy

j d kf (k) (lklao 3

J kf'(k)77IT)
d

where

3

=

0

=

k ·a) IT) = 0

(3.35)

J kf'(k)11IT)

(3.36)

d

3

f (k) and f' (k) are functions of the momenta.
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3.2.2

Gluon zero norm kets

The two conditions (3.35-3.3 6) ensure that IT) is a BRST and ghost invariant ket that
is free from rJ and fj ghost excitations, and unequal numbers of scalar and longitudi nal
gluon excitatio ns. Equation (3.35) is the Gupta Bleuler condition (8 · A)+ IT) = 0 and is
satisfied by any transverse ket with equal numbers of scalar and longitudi nal excitations.
Consider for example a ket that satisfies (3.35) with one additiona l scalar and one additiona l
longitud inal excitatio n,
(3.37)

A useful commuta tion relation is
/ d3 k f (k) [ ( Ik Iao (k) - k · a (k)) , ( IP Iab (p) - p · at
3

/ d kf(k)

(p))]

([lklao(k) , IPlab(p)] + [k · a(k),p · at(p)J)

/ d3 kf(k)o 3 (k - p)(lkllPI - k · P)
0

(3.38)

Using this commuta tion relation we see that like IT) , this new ket with the additional scalar
and longitudi nal excitatio n in equation (3.37) also satisfies the Gupta Bleuler condition,
(3.35) and is annihilat ed by J d3 kf(k)(lk la 0 - k · a). Using this commuta tion relation
(3.38) we can see that all purely transvers e kets with multiple but equal numbers of scalar
and longitud inal excitatio ns satisfy the Gupta Bleuler condition, (3.35). These kets can be
represen ted in general by
(3.39)

where h(p 1 , . . . , Pn) is a weighting function of the different momenta . Using the commuta tion relation (3.38) we can see that these kets with at least one non-trans verse excitatio n,

(n 2: 1), all have zero norm. The norm of a function is defined by l<P l2 = </)t</).
The indefinite metric, gµv, present in the momentu m space commuta tion relations,
(3.32), means that a scalar ket of the form lklab lT) has a negative norm.
(3.40)

This negative norm is exactly cancelled by the positive norm of the k · a longitudi nal ket.
(3 .41)
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Particula r combina tions of these scalar and longitudi nal kets form the zero norm kets in
equation (3.39). These combinations are BRST and ghost invariant and satisfy the Gupta
Bleuler condition. Other combina tions are. not BRST invariant kets, nor do they satisfy
the Gupta Bleuler condition and therefore are not possible candidat es for the physical kets.
In section 2.3 the reasons for removing the zero norm kets from the space of physical
kets were given. The zero norm BRST invariant kets (3 .39) do not contribu te to any
physical processes, see chapter 5. Their exclusion alters the mathema tical structure but
not the physical informat ion of the theory. Any two BRST and ghost invariant kets that
differ by a zero norm ket will represent the same physical state of a gluon. For example
consider two kets with one transverse excitatio n that differ by a zero norm ket.
(3.42)
Both of these kets are BRST and ghost invariant and both produce the same probabili ties
for observables as we shall see in sections 5.2 and 5.4. So both of these kets represent the
same physical state.
It is importan t to realise that there are many subspaces of physical kets, each of which
differs from the other by zero norm kets. Either ket in (3.42) could form a positive definite
space of physical kets. Each ket in one space could be mapped to a ket in the other space
by the addition of (Ip lab - p · at) IO). However the two kets in (3.42) could not exist in the
same vector space of positive definite physical kets.
In this thesis the choice of removing all such zero norm kets has been made. The
particula r zero norm kets given in (3.39) can be easily removed by the addition condition
that the physical kets are free from all scalar and longitudi nal gluon excitatio ns.

j d k f(k)k · alT) = 0 = j d k J(k)lklaolT)
3

3

(3.43)

This is a stronger condition than (3.35). Together conditions (3.36) and (3.43) do not allow
any ghost or non-trans verse gluon excitations. Therefore the zero coupling physical kets,
IT), are purely transverse and can be produced from the Fock space of transvers e gluon
excitatio ns, AT.
Kugo and Ojima showed that all zero norm BRST invariant kets have the form l<I>o) =

Ql<J?) as given in equation (2.35). For the zero coupling case Q becomes Q0 and the gluon
zero norm kets in equation (3.39) can be written as
(3.44)
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The advantag e of using the BRST represen tation of zero norm kets is that it allows for a
simple generalis ation to the fully interactin g case given in the next section. The argumen ts
used so far have relied on the ability to represent the physical polarisat ion states of a
non-inte racting gluon (photon) by a simple ket IT) . In the presence of interactio ns, the
state of a gluon is more difficult to represent. The physical kets must satisfy nonlinea r
relationships. Section 3.3 exploits the BRST formalism to identify the BRST and ghost
invariant kets. All the zero norm kets are removed in order to identify the physical kets in
the presence of interactions.

3.3

Fully intera cting physi cal kets

Having identified the zero coupling physical kets IT), the full coupling physical kets, IP)
can be found using IP) = OIT) as given in equation (2.42). The solution of O will be
found subject to the conditions in equations (2.47) and (2.48).
Qo

Qgh ~ 6gh0

3.3.1

(2.47)
0

(2.48)

Condi tions on 0

Using the exponent ial expansion of O in equation (2.49) the constrain ts can be expressed
order by order. At first order t he constrain ts are

= -iAQ1NT
ig69h01 = 0

[iAQo, igo1]

ig6001

[iA 911Q 9h, igo1]
where QINT

(3.45)
(3.46)

= Q-Q 0 and 60 is the zero coupling part of the BRST transform ations. Using

the zero coupling BRST transform ations and the ghost transform ations, these conditions
are satisfied non-uniquely by,
(3.47)

The value for o1 can be altered by the addition of terms that commute with the Q . A
0
nontrivia l addition to o1 could be,
(3.48)
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The ghost invariance condition in equation (2.48) is satisfied to all orders by requiring
On to contain pairs (including zero) of c and c ghost fields. To consider the higher order
constraints for O is useful in introduce the notation,
B . -B

e Ae

=

j times

~ l
L;

j=O

~[B, A]j, [B, A]o
J.

Using this notation the order
as

g

= A, [B, A]j

and higher conditions in equation (2.47) can be expressed

(3.50)
The order g constraint corresponds to j = 0 and n = 1 and is given in equation (3.45) .
The order g 2 and g 3 constraints on o2 and o3 are given by,

+ }[Q1NT, igo1]

0

(3 .51)

[Qo, (}[igo1, ig202] +3ig303) ] +~[Q1NT, ig202]

0

(3.52)

[Qo, ig202]

These constraints can be expressed in terms of the variation of the fields in the interaction
picture,

.
- 21b1Nr(igo1)

(3.53)

~6JNT(ig 202)

(3.54)

Constraints of order g 4 and higher can be easily obtained. At present no explicit solutions
for o2 or o3 have been found and consequently the BRST and ghost invariant kets have
only been determined up to order g 2 .

IP) = (1

+ igo1) IT) + O(g2)

(3.55)

where igo 1 is given in (3.47).
The use of the weaker condition acting on the transverse kets IT) (2.34) instead of the
operator condition in equation (2.47) does not appear to make these higher order conditions
any easier to solve. As the operator O is unitary and the zero coupling physical kets IT)
are positive definite, the kets IP) in (3. 55) are also positive definite and are the physical
kets up to order g 2 .
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3.4

Physical gluon field

The identification of the physical kets, [8, 53 1 81] or components of the gluon field [61, 69],
are essentially the same problem though authors have previously concentrated on either
one or the other. The Fock space of the BRST and ghost invariant components of the gluon
field Aphys with an interacting ground-state produces the physical kets, see section 2.6. By
substituting O into equation (2.52) the value of the higher gauge invariant components of
the gluon field, Athys can be found,

A~+ [A~, igo 1 ] + O(g2)
pT_
[Aj
µJ

+ g a.8 2A

/\

(AF

(3.56)

+ !AjL)]
+ O( g2)
2

(3.57)

The definition of the transverse projection operator, (3.15), shows that Aphys satisfies the
Landau, Coulomb and temporal axial gauge conditions [). Aphys = -8. Aphys = O = Aghys.
These are the same properties as found in the temporal gauge by Lavelle and McMullan
[61].

3.5

Perturbati on theory

The physical kets

IP)

have been identified up to order g 2 in equation (3.55). The thermal
partition function is averaged over all possible physical states of the system. The expansion
of the physical kets can therefore be substituted into the perturbative expression for the
partition function Zin equation (1.5) .

Z

=

L \ Ple-(JH01Tce-i fo-if3 dtHINr1 IP)
p

L \Tle-fJHo1 O(f3)Tce- J: dTHJNr1 (r)O(O) IT)

(3.58)

T

The time coordinate has been transformed by r = it. This modified perturbation theory
involves expectation values over the purely transverse kets IT) with extra interactions from

0.
The time dependence of O indicates the time dependence of the fields within O and
not the time evolution of expansion of the physical kets, (2.42), IP, r) I- 0( r) IT, r). The
fields within O evolve as free fields and 0(/3) arises from commuting 0(0) past e-f3Ho.
Wick's theorem [8, 18] holds in the same way as in standard perturbation theory and
the partition function can be expanded into a function of thermal Green's functions which
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3.4

Phy sica l gluo n field

The identif ication of the physical kets, [8 , 53, 81] or compo nents of the gluon
field [61, 69],
are essentially the same proble m though author s have previously concen
trated on either
one or the other. The Fock space of the BRST and ghost invaria nt compo nents
of the gluon
field Aphys with an interac ting ground -state produces the physical kets, see
section 2.6. By
substit uting O into equatio n (2.52) the value of the higher gauge invaria nt
compo nents of
the gluon field, A~hys can be found,

A~+ [A~, i90 1] + O(g2)
T [

·

Pµ_i A 1

8 ·A
+ 97]2
I\

( A 1·T

(3.56)

+ 21 A 1·L)] + O(g 2 )

(3.57)

The definition of the transve rse project ion operato r, (3.15), shows that Aphys
satisfies the
Landau , Coulomb and tempo ral axial gauge conditions o. Aphys = -8. Aphys
= O = Abhys _
These are the same proper ties as found in the tempor al gauge by Lavelle
and McMullan
[61].

3.5

Pert urba tion theo ry

T he physical kets IP) have been identified up to order 92 in equatio n (3.55).
The therma l
partiti on functio n is averaged over all possible physical states of the system
. The expansion
of the physical kets can therefore be substit uted into the perturb ative express
ion for the
partition functio n Zin equatio n (1.5).

Z =

L \Pl e-f3Ho1Tce-i fo-if3 dtHINT1 IP)
p

L \Tle-f3Ho1 O(f])Tce - J: dTHJNT1 (
T

T

)0(0)

IT)

(3.58)

The time coordi nate· has been transfo rmed by T = it. This modified perturb
ation theory
involves expect ation values over the purely transverse kets IT) with extra interac
tions from
0.
The time dependence of O indicat es the time dependence of the fields within
O and
not the time evolution of expansion of the physical kets, (2.42) , IP, r) #O(r) IT, r). The
fields within O evolve as free fields and 0(/3) arises from commu ting 0(0)
past e-f3Ho.
Wick's theore m [8, 18] holds in the same way as in standa rd perturb ation
theory and
the partiti on function can be expand ed into a function of therma l Green' s
functions which
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are expecta tion values between transverse kets. The extra interact ions from within O
add
new "o" vertices to the Feynma n rules. i90 1 produces a new three point gluon
vertex
and a new three point gluon-g host vertex. The time dependence of the o vertices is
taken
into account by including either 5((3 - T) or 6(T) at each o vertex. The {3 vertices
must
always be on the left hand side of the diagram s and O vertices on the right hand
side.
This is effectively the same as ordering the time dependence within O by the contour
orderin g operato r Tc. When two vertices are at the same point in time, for example
two
vertices with 5((3 - T) , then no time ordering is required and Tc is ignored, (that is
only
the compon ent B(T) contribu tes and the B(-T) compon ent does not). Strictly speakin
g the
contour orderin g operato r only relates to the fields in the Hamilto nian but can be extende
d
to include the fields within O provided when two or more vertices are at the same
point
in t ime, their time ordering is taken into account in the above way.
By considering the higher order conditions, (3.51-3. 52), the higher order terms in
0,
namely o2 , o3 , . . . , can be expecte d to contain 4, 5, ... fields. These would produce additio
nal
four point, five point, etc vertices. The Feynman vertices in this modified perturb
ation
theory at order 9 are given in figure 3.1.

3.6

Sum mary

In this chapter the BRST formalism has been used to identify both the physical kets
and
the physical compon ents of the gluon field up to order 9 2 . This has involved solving
for
the operato r O up to order 92 . Higher order solutions to O may or may not exist however
they will b ecome increasingly difficult to obtain. 0 has been used to set up a modifie
d
perturb ation theory. The thermal partitio n function has been expressed as an expecta
tion
value between transver se kets with addition al vertices present in the Feynma n rules
from
0.
If the series wit~in O does not have higher order solutions then this mayb e related
the
inabilit y to fix the gauge completely and Gribov's ambiguity, [59, 61]. If the series within
0 has higher order solutions but does not truncat e then an infinite number of
addition al
vertices would be needed in the Feynma n rules. This is' reminiscent of the higher
order
vertices required in the resumm ation of soft thermal field theories, [88] .
If the series within O has higher order solutions and truncate s at a finite order,
this
would indicate that the residual BRST gauge freedom has been completely removed
. This
again would have implica tion for Gribov' s ambigu ity and possibly gluon confinement
, [59,
61] . Either way the properti es of O have very interest ing consequences.
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Figure 3.1: These are the Feynm an vertex rules at order g in the
Feynm an gauge.
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In the next chapter the same approach will be applied to the temporal gauge. The
physical kets and physical components of the gluon field will have the same form as in the
Feynman gauge, and consequently the same additional vertices will be required.

3.A

Propagators

This appendix contains the transverse and non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators
that will be used for thermodynamic calculations in the chapter 6. All propagators will be
contour ordered thermal expectation values between transverse kets and will be represented
by

\ Tc</>(x, T)1/J(O))

L \Tle-/31-loTc</>(x,

;
0

The substitution of it

T )1/J(O)

IT)

(3.A.1)

T

~ T

has been made and, in the imaginary time formalism, these
time components are ordered along the contour integral in figure 1.l(b). For commuting
fields such as gluons, the propagator is,

while for anti-commuting ghost fields,

(Tcc(r)c(O)) = B(T)(c(T)c(O)) +B (-r)(c(O)c(r))
The time ordering is only required if T varies over a range, and if for example
no contour ordering is required and the term involving 8(-T) is neglected.

(3.A.3)
T

= 0 then

Using the commutation relations, the thermal expectation values of the transverse
creation and annihilation operators are,

( ar\k)a~ (k'))

-2kon(ko)PJ;)2n')3<5 3 (k - k')

(3.A.4)

( ar (k )at (k'))

2kon(-k0 )P!)21r) 3 <5 3 (k - k')

(3.A.5)

Using the mode expansions, the transverse propagator is given by
z·nT
µv

)AT(o)) =
= fr AT(
µ x,T
\

C

V

J(21r)4

d4k e-ik·xpT (k)pT(k)
µv

(3.A.6)

where pT is given by,

21rb(k 2 )E(k 0 ) [e( r)n(-ko) - 8(-T)n(ko) ]
-21rb(k 2 )E(k 0 ) [n(ko) + B( T)]
-[n(lkl)

+ B(koT)]
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(3.A.7)

In section 6.2 the non-transverse gluon and ghost thermal propagators will be shown to
reduce to contour ordered vacuum expectation values. Using this result the non-transverse
gluon and ghost propagators are given by,

(TcA:T(x, T)A~T(o))
d4k e-ik·x pN(k)PL (k)
j .(21r)4
µv

iDG(x)

(3.A.8)

(Tcc(x, T)c(O)) = -(Tcc(x, T)c(O))

I (21r)4

d4k e-ik·xpN(k)

(3.A.9)

where pN is given by,

(3.A.10)
The superscript
components.

N

for non-physical, represents both the non-transverse gluon and the ghost
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Chapter 4
Temporal gauge
Many of the approaches used in this chapter for the temporal gauge have been explained
and described for the Feynman gauge. Where the procedure needs no further explanation
the results will be quoted and the reader pointed to the relevant section in the preceeding
chapter. The first section contains a standard method for implementing the BRST symmetry in the temporal gauge and in section 4.2 onwards we apply the gauge fixing formalism
introduced in chapter 2.

4.1

Setting up

The effective action in an axial gauge will be calculated using Faddeev Popov path integral
method [56] in the same way as described for a covariant gauge. The effective action with
gauge condition nµ A~ - tB = 0 can be expressed as,
Saxia
'l=

J [

1
1
1
2
2 +cnµD
d4 x __4 pµvpµv --(n
2t µAµ) +-(n
2t µAµ_CB)
',
µ

c]

(2.2)

This can be produced by the standard Faddeev Popov path integral method [62] with the
inclusion of a constant integral over the auxiliary B field. The Lagrangian in the temporal
axial gauge will be given by,
£ =

-1Fµv Fµv - Bnµ Aµ+ enµ Dµc

(4.1)

where the colour indices have been suppressed, t = 0, and nµ = (l,O). The static gauge
80 A 0 = 0 corresponds tot= 1. The Lagrangian contains primary second class constraints
which will be taken into account by the Dirac formalism , [85]. The non-zero constraints
and the conjugate momenta are

-c
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(4.2)

(4.3)

and the resulting non-zero canonical commutation relations are,

[Aµ(x) , nv(y)]
{c(x ),H(y)}

i(gµv - gµOnv)b3(x - y)

(4.4)

-ib 3 (x - y)

(4.5)

The field equations for this Lagrangian are

+ nv B + nv g(c I\ c)
= (n · 8c) = (n · 8)c

0

(4.6)

0

(4.7)

n·A

0

(4 .8)

DµFµv
(n · 8)B

The BRST and ghost transformations were given in equations (2.5- 2.8) and (2.9- 2.10).
The Lagrangian in equation (4 .1), as well as the action is invariant under both symmetries. Using the definition of the Noether charge (2.24) and conjugate momentum (4.2)
the generators for the BRST and ghost symmetries, (iAQ) and (iA 9 hQgh) respectively, are
given by,

j d x [cD\ri iA j d x cc

iAQ

3

iA

9h

3

tg(c I\

c)rr]

(4.9)
(4.10)

The fields and kets will be transformed from the Heisenberg picture into the interaction
picture, as in section 3.1.2. For the remainder of this chapter all fields will be in the
interaction picture and all kets will be considered at time t 0 when they are the same in
both pictures.
The Noether charges (4.9-4.10) in the Heisenberg picture have the same form in the
interaction picture. The interaction picture BRST transformations in the temporal gauge
have the same form in the Feynman gauge as expressed in equation (3.26). The field
equations governing the fields however are different in each gauge.
The Hamiltonian can be separated into free H0 = ((HH(<P, 1r4>)) 0 )r and interacting
components HrNT = ((HH( <P,n<t>)hNr)r in the interaction picture. The brackets indicate
the order in which the steps are carried out.

1io

(4.11)

1{INT(9)

(4.12)

1{INT(g2)

(4.13)
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The transv erse and non-transverse polarisations of the gluon field
have the same form in
the tempo ral gauge as in the Feynm an gauge. The polari sation
vectors satisfy the same
equati ons in both gauges and the projec tion operat ors will be used
as in equati ons (3.173.18).
The equati ons of motio n in the intera ction pictur e are governed by
Heisenberg's equations with the free Hamil tonian . The field equations become the
free field equati ons,

(n · fJ)c1

DAi - fifJ · A

0

(4.14)

= (n · fJ)c1 = (n · fJ)B1

0

(4.15)

By using the transverse and non-transverse projec tion opera tors
(3.17- 3.18), with the
tempo ral gauge condition, the gluon field equati ons (4.14) separa
te into,

0

(4.16)

0

(4.17)

These field equati ons have also been used in the tempo ral gauge
by Landshoff [89].

4.1.1

Mod e expa nsio n

The solutions to these field equati ons are, [89]

Af (x)

(4.18)

Af(x )

(4.19)

c(x)

(4.20)

c(x)

(4.21)

As in the Feynm an gauge c is chosen to be anti-h ermiti an. The non-ze
ro mome ntum space
comm utatio n relatio ns are

[ai(k) , a}(k')]

[q(k),pt(k')] = [p(k) , qt(k')]
{77(k) , 77t(k')}
{iJ(k) , 77t(k')}
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-2lklgij(2n) 3 83 (k - k')

(4.22)

k 2 (2n)38 3 (k - k') .

(4.23)

3

- 'i(2n)38 (k - k')
3

i(2n)38 (k - k')

(4.24)
(4.25)

4.2

Zer o cou plin g phy sica l kets

In this section the physical kets will be found witho ut consid eratio n
of the self-interactions.
In other words the conditions on the physical kets will be solved with
the coupling consta nt
g set to zero. Only the physical ket conditions will have
the coupling consta nt set to
zero and the fields and kets are still in the intera ction picture. Impor
tant results will be
highli ghted and will simplify the discussion of the fully intera cting
condit ions in the next
section.

4.2.1

BRS T and ghos t inva riant kets

The zeroth order physical kets are defined to satisfy equati ons (2.43)
and (2.44) and have
positive definite norm. Using the definition of the Noeth er charge
s (4.9-4.10) in the interaction pictur e and expan ding them in mome ntum space, (4.18-4.21)
the condit ions on the
physical kets become,

QolT)
(4.26)

= 0

(4.27)

The mome nta space operat ors dependence on mome nta has been
dropp ed for clarity.
The gluon annihi lation operat ors are defined by the comm utatio
n relatio ns to be
There is no such requir ement for the non-transverse compo nents
p and q as the nontransv erse compo nent of the Hamil tonian is not required to have
positive energy. By
analogy p and q will be chosen to be the non-transverse gluon
annihi lation opera tors.
Comb ining this with conditions (4.26-4 .27) in turn shows that
'r/ and f/ are the ghost
annih ilation operat ors. The zero coupling physical kets therefore
satisfy

ar.

j d kf (k)p/T)
j d kf'(k)rJ/T)
3

3

where

4.2.2

0
0

(4.28)

=

j d kt(k)fJ/T)
3

(4.29)

f (k) and .f' (k) are functions of the momenta.
Gluo n zero norm kets

Equat ions (4.28-4.29) are compa rable with the similar equati ons
in the Feynm an gauge
(3.35-3.36). In both gauges these conditions ensure that /T) is
free from rJ and f/ ghost
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excitations , and particular non-transverse gluon excitations. In the temporal gauge these
particular non-transv erse gluon excitations are the q excitations.
The q(k) excitations in momentum space arise from time independe nt componen t of
8 · A. Equation (4.28) like equation (3.35) is analogous to the Gupta Bleuler condition
(8 · A)+IT) = 0 in the Feynman gauge.
In both gauges these conditions are satisfied by a purely transverse set of kets with
particular non-transv erse excitations. In the temporal gauge the kets have the form
(4.30)

where h(k 1 , ... , kn) is a weighting function of the different momenta. The presence of at
least one non-transv erse (p) excitation indicates a zero norm ket.
(4.31)

As in the Feynman gauge these zero norm BRST invariant kets (4.30) do not contribute to
any physical processes, see chapter 5. Their inclusion in the physical kets leads to a space
that is invariant under scattering but forms a many to one relationshi p with the physical
states. As before these zero norm kets will be removed by the stronger condition that
together with equations (4.28-4.29) , removes all ghost and non-transverse gluon excitations
from IT).

j d kf(k)qlT) = 0
3

(4.32)

The zero coupling BRST and ghost invariant kets IT) are produced from the Fock space of
the zero coupling BRST and ghost invariant components of the gluon field, Ar. IT) forms
a positive definite space of kets with a one to one relationshi p with the physical states.
The zero norm kets (4.30) can be represented as doublet kets l<Po) = Ql<P) in the same
form as in the Feyn_m an gauge,
(3.44)

These results will be used for the fully interacting gluon field in the next section.

4.3

Fully interac ting physic al kets

Having identified the zero coupling physical kets IT) , the full coupling physical kets, IP)
can be found using IP) = OIT) as given in equation (2.42). The solution of O will be
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found subject to the conditions in equations (2.47) and (2.48). The first order conditions
have the same form as in the Feynman gauge,

. ig6001

[iAQo, igo1]

[i A 9hQ 9h, igo1]

ig69h01

= -iAQ1NT
=0

(3.45)
(3.46)

The zero coupling BRST and ghost interaction picture transformatio ns have the same form
in both gauges and so the solution to o1 also has the same form,
(4.33)

The non-trivial addition and t he higher order BRST and ghost condit ions also have the
same form as expressed in equations (3.48-3.52) in the Feynman gauge. Like the Feynman
gauge (3.55), the positive definite set of physical kets have been determined up to order
g2,

IP) = (1

+ igo1)IT) + O(g2)

(4.34)

where igo 1 is given in (4.33). The value from o1 in equation (4.33) is same as obtained by
James and Landshoff [8] up to the ghost term. The ghost fields decouple in the temporal
gauge and so the ghost term will not contribute to physical quantities. James and Landshoff
used the canonical formalism and considered a matrix implementati on with multiple powers
of the Gauss Law operator, as given in (1.12). The BRST approach given here avoids any
necessity to consider such multiple conditions. James and Landshoff were also only able
to determine the physical kets up to order g 2 .

4.4

Physica l gluon field

The BRST invaria~t components of the gluon field can be constructed and, as in the
Feynman gauge, its Fock space can be used to define the physical kets, see section 3.4. By
substituting O into equation (2.52) the value of Aihys is,

A~+ [A~ , igo 1 ] + O(g2)
8 · A I\ ( A 1·T
PµjT [ A 1· + g7J2

(4.35)

+ 21 A 1·L)] + O(g 2 )

(4.36)

This is the same form as in the Feynman gauge and it also satisfies the Landau, Coulomb
and temporal axial gauge conditions 8 · Aphys = -8 · Aphys = O = Aghys .
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Figure 4. 1: These are the Feynman vertex rules at order

g

in the temporal gauge.

Lavelle and McMullan [61], also constructed the gauge invariant components of the
gluon field up to order g 2 as defined in equation (1.14) . Their value satisfies the same
properties found here using the BRST formalism. Nachbagauer [70] claimed to have solved
for higher orders. However he restricted incorrectly the transformatio n operator h in equation (1.16) to be an exponential of a single term rather than the more general exponential
of a series and consequently obtained an incorrect solution.

4.5

Perturb ation theory

The modified perturbation theory has the same form as in the Feynman gauge except the
fields obey different field equations. For example there are no A 0 contributions due to the
gauge condition and the ghost contributions only arise from the operator O in the temporal
gauge. The Feynman vertices in this modified perturbation theory are given in figure 4.1.
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4.6

Sum mar y

In this chapte r the BRST formalism has been used to identify both the physic
al kets and
the physical components of the gluon field up to order g 2 . This has involve
d solving for
the transfo rmatio n operat or O up to order g 2 . The operat or O, the physic
al kets, the
physical compo nents of the gluon field and the modified perturb ation theory
have all been
presen ted in the same form as in the Feynm an gauge. The fields howeve
r obey different
equatio ns and so calcula tions will be different in each gauge.
The similarities shown here between the Feynman and tempo ral gauges introdu
ces the
questio n as to whethe r the same is also true for other gauges . Do the physic
al kets and
physical compo nents of the gluon field have the same form in all gauges?
All the perturbative inform ation is contain ed within the interac ting Hamilt onian and the
transfo rmatio n
operat or 0. Do the proper ties of O have any further significance other than
in non-Ab elian
gauge fixing? As discussed at the end of chapte r 4 the proper ties of the
transfo rmatio n
operat or O provides an interes ting area of further research.

4.A

Prop agat ors

The same definitions and some of the results, (3.A.1- 3.A.5) are the same
in the tempor al
gauge as in the Feynm an gauge. See append ix 3.A. The transve rse and
non-tra nsvers e
gluon and ghost propag ators are given by

iD[y (x)

(TcAf (x, T)AJ (0))

J(21rd4k)4 e- ik·xpT(k)P'!
iJ

(4.A.1)

(21r)4 e-ik-xPiJT TPN

(4.A:2)

(TcAf (x, T)Af (0))

J
iD 0 (x)

d4 k

·

(Tcc(x, T)c(O))

J(i:~4 e-ik-x(-i)pN ~k)

(4.A.3)

where pT is the same as in the Feynm an gauge,

21r6(k 2 )E(ko) [e(T)n (-ko) - 0(-T)n(ko) ]
-21rc5 (k 2 )E(k 0 ) [n(k0 )
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+ B(T) ]

(4.A.4)

and pN is given by

27fC5(k0 )[B(k 3 )B(r) - B(-k3 )B(- r)]

(4.A.5)

-lrl27fC5 (ko)e(k3r)

(4.A.6)

The trans verse and non-transverse gluon prop agato
rs have been treat ed separately. This
allows a different treat men t at k0 = 0 for the trans
verse and non- trans verse prop agat ors
and avoids difficulties that often arise in the temp
oral gauge, [90, 91, 92, 93, 94]. For a
furth er discussion of this poin t see chap ter 6.
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Ch apt er 5
Ev olu tio n of the phy sic al sta tes
In this chapte r the probab ilities of physical processes will be considered.
The probab ilities
associa ted with the evoluti on of the physical states will be shown to vanish
unless the
final state is physical. The contrib utions to the probab ility of a physica
l state evolving
into an unphysical state will be shown to vanish. In other words only the
physical kets
will have non-vanishing contrib utions to the probab ility of a physical state
evolving. The
contrib utions to the evoluti on of a physical state from unphysical kets and zero
norm BRST
invaria nt kets will be shown to vanish.
A space of physical kets is not invaria nt under time development unless zero
norm kets
are included; this was discussed in section 2.3. However the probability of
a physical ket
evolving will be shown to be indepe ndent on the zero norm kets. All physica
l processes
are indepe ndent of the zero norm kets.
Kugo and Ojima [15] demon strated these results with the BRST formalism
for QCD in
the Feynm an gauge, by switching off the coupling in the infinite past and
future. In other
words they considered the scatter ing between infinitely separa ted particl
e states. These
same results will be produc ed in this chapte r for all time developments
in the presence
of the interac tions withou t asymp totic limits. The reason for avoiding
the asymp totic
conditi ons is that it is not always clear how they can be used for equilib rium
thermo dynam ic
calculations, [29, 31].
In order to consider the evolution probabilities of physical states into
physical and
unphysical states, the Fock space must be parame trised into physical and
unphysical kets.
This will be done in section 5.1. The parame terisati ons will be constru cted
withou t the
use of asymp totic conditions to switch off the interactions. Using these parame
terisat ions,
the evolution probab ilities will be considered in section 5.2. The inclusion
or exclusion of
zero norm kets in the definition of the physical kets will be consider in section
5.4.
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5.1

Par am etr isin g the Foc k spa ce

In this section we will param etrise the Fock space with three

different bases. One param etrisatio n will be done at time t 0 , in which each basis kets is
an eigenket of the free Ham ilton ian,
and the zero coupling physical kets IT, t ) will be used.
Anot her param etrisa tion will be
0
done at time t 0 in which the full coupling physical
kets IP, t 0 ) will be used. The final
param etrisa tion will be done at time t in the Schrodinge
r pictu re in which full coupling
physical kets IP, t) will be used. Each param etrisa tion
is relate d to the previous by a
unita ry trans form ation .
The first param etrisa tion uses eigenkets of the free Ham
ilton ian. This will estab lish the
notat ion that will be used for the following sections.
This appro ach is more closely alined
to QED and to QCD with asym ptoti c conditions . It
uses indiv idual parti cle excit ation s
and consequently it mayb e more familiar than the follow
ing sections.

5 .1.1

Fre e Ham ilto nian eige nke ts

The Fock space of kets contains all possible excitation
s, both physical and unphysical. A
general ket in the Fock space at time t will be represent
0
by
14>, to)

(5.1)

We start by considering everything at time t as, at this
point in time, all pictu res coincide
0
and the inter actio n pictu re parti cle excit ation s can be
used. The time label on the kets
will be supp resse d for the mean time.
The . comp lete Fock space can be creat ed by actin g with
the creat ion opera tors onto
the vacu um , where the vacu um is annih ilated by all
annih ilatio n opera tors. All of the
kets cons truct ed in this way are eigenkets of the inter
actio n free Ham ilton ian, 11, 0 . This
is only one possible param eteri satio n of the Fock space
and for the mom ent it is the most
convenient.
A furth er param etrisa tion of the Fock space separ ates
the comp lete Fock space into
those kets that conta in a total of n ghost, scalar or
longi tudin al excitations, l</>(n)). For
exam ple the vacu um with one ghost excit ation or one
scalar: and one trans verse excit ation
are both repre sente d by I4>( 1)).
The space of all kets l</>(n)) with n ghost, scalar or longi
tudin al excit ation s, and with
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all values of n spans the complete Fock space.

(5.2)
The space of all kets with zero ghost, scalar or longi tudin
al excitations, (n
space of purel y transv erse kets.

L 14/

0

))

tj>(O)

= L IT)

= 0) is the
(5.3)

T

This is the reason for choosing this partic ular param eteris ation
of the comp lete Fock space,
name ly that (n = 0) corresponds to the zero coupling physi
cal kets defined in chapt er 2.
These (n = 0) kets are positive definite and invar iant under
the zero coupling BRST and
ghost symm etries .
Qo

L 14/

0

))

o,

=

tj>(O)

Qgh

L 14/

0

))

=

o

(5.4)

tj>(O)

We have divided up the complete Fock space into spaces of
kets l<P(n)) where the space of
(n = 0) kets corresponds to the zero coupling physical kets.
We can now define proje ction opera tors onto these kets l<P(n))
. The proje ction opera tor
onto a ket with a fixed value of n is given by PJn),

(5.5)
The subsc ript O is used to denot e the partic ular param etrisa
tion used in this section. The
proje ction opera tor can be expressed as a summ ation over all
kets with a fixed value for n.

(5.6)

tj>(n)

(5.7)
The tilde opera tion on the bra (<j)(n) I is defined by equat ion
(5. 7) at all point s in time and
is requi red to ensur~ that PJn) is indeed a proje ction opera
tor in (5 .5). The bra (<;b(n) I is
not necessarily the herm itian conju gate of the ket I<j)(n)). This
is an impo rtant point which
requires furthe r discussion .
Consider for example a proje ction opera tor onto a partic ular
transv erse ket with one
scalar excita tion, IT) in the Feynm an gauge. Using the
comm utatio n relations, (3.32)
the contr ibutio n to the proje ction opera tor of this scalar ket
is

ab

-

j

.d k
3

l

(21r )3 2lkl a6 IT) (Tlao
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(5.8)

The negative sign is required due to the indefinite metri c
gµv with the oppos ite sign for
0
the scalar comp onent , g° . The tilde conjugate of a single scalar
bra is therefore given by

( (Tlao) = -(Tla o

(5.9)

The negative sign can be accom moda ted into the proje ction
opera tor by including the
metri c. The contr ibutio n of the proje ction opera tor in the Feynm
an gauge onto a transv erse
ket with one non-t ransv erse excita tion a;TIT ) is given by

-

J

3

d k

l

µv NTt

(21r)3 2lkl g aµ

NT

(5.10)

IT) (Tlav

where a;T = P;} av. The ghost field commutatio n relations
(3.32) and (4.25) in momentum space mix TJ and f/ comp onent s and in the tempo ral gauge
, the p and q comp onent s
are also mixed. The tilde conju gate opera tion must take this
into account. For example
the contr ibutio n to the proje ction opera tor associated with
a transv erse ket with a ghost
excita tion, TJ t IT) , is given in the Feynm an gauge by,

J

d3 k

l

(21r)3 2lklTJtlT)(Tlf/

(5.11)

The proje ction opera tors, Pt) onto the kets 14/n)) at fixed
n in the Feynm an gauge are
given by,

L IT')(T'I

(5.12)

T'
3

l ;· d k

n

l

(21r) 32lkl

µv NTtp( n - 1) NT+
o
av
[ - g aµ

T]

t,n(n- 1) -

rO

TJ

+ TJ-t,n(n
r o -l) TJ ]

for n 2: 1

(5.13)

The proje ction opera tors, Pt) onto the kets 14/n)) at fixed
n in the tempo ral gauge are
given by,

L IT')(T' I
T'

l

n

(5.14)

J(21r) 3
3

d k

1 tp(n - 1) + 1 tp(n-1 )
q · k2 q o
[ k2P o
P
tp(n-1 ) - + - t p(n- 1) lJ
+TJo
TJ TJo
TJ
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for n 2: 1

(5 .15)

The projection operators have been expressed in terms of a space of basis kets in which
each ket is an eigenket of the interaction free Hamiltonian, 1-lo. Such projection operators
have been discussed for QED and for QCD with the interaction switched off in references
[15, 89, 95, 96, 97].
The sum of all projection operators projects the entire Fock space onto itself and is the
completeness relation, [15].
(5.16)
This section has shown one particular parametrisation of the Fock space and the explicit
structure of the associated projection operators and the completeness relation in both the
Feynman and temporal gauges . The use of the tilde conjugate as opposed to the hermitian
conjugate has been explained.

BRST projection operators
An important result of the BRST formalism is that the projection operators constructed in
equations (5 .13) and (5.15), can be expressed in terms of the zero coupling BRST charge
Q 0 . · This relationship was first shown by Kugo and Ojima, [15] for QCD kets with the
interactions switched off.

{Qo , R6nl}, for n ~ l

(5.17)

L 11>( ))(<1/ )1 = L IT')(T'I

(5.18)

0

0

T'

,p(O)

The superscript (0) in the operator P~o) indicates the ket with zero non-transverse gluon
or ghost excitations and the subscript O indicates that this relates to the particular parameterisation used here. The values for Q0 in the Feynman and temporal gauges were given
in equations (3.33) and (4.26). The value for R6n) in the Feynman gauge is

1·(21r) 34lk l3 [(I I
3

Ro(n)

= ;,1

d k

l

k aot

+ k · a t) P 0(n-1) rJ- + rJ- t P 0(n-1) (1 k Ia0 + k

· a )]

(5.19 )

The value for R6n) in the temporal gauge is
R(n) _
o -

J(21r)34lkl3
n

_!_

3

d k _1_ [
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tp(n-1)-

q

o

rJ

+ - tp(n-1)
rJ

o

]

q

(5.20)

5.1.2

Tran sform ed basis kets

The param etrisa tion of the Fock space given in the previous sectio
n is convenient when
considering zero coupling physical kets, for example in QED or in
QCD in the infinite past
and future with the intera ctions switched off. We are intere sted
in considering QCD at a
finite point in time in the presence of the intera ctions and it is conve
nient to introd uce an
altera tive param etrisa tion of the Fock space at time t .
0

A unitar y transf ormat ion maps one repres entatio n of the Fock space
into anoth er represent ation of the Fock space. Using the transf ormat ion opera tor
O from equati on (2.42),
a general ket in the Fock space can be represented at time t by
0

O(to) I</>, to)

(5.21)

The space of all excita tions within I</>, t 0 ) produce all the possible
kets O(t 0 ) I</>, t 0 ) which
spans the Fock space. The same param etrisa tion of I</>, t ) in terms
of l<f>(n), t 0 ) can still be
0
used to span the Fock space. The space of all excita tions 4>(n) for
all values of n, for the
kets O(to)l<f>(n), t 0 ), spans the Fock space at time t .
0
(5.22)
Unless otherwise stated all kets and fields will be considered at time
t 0 , and the (to) label
will be suppre ssed for clarity.
The reason for using this altern ative param etrisa tion of the Fock
space is that the full
coupling physical kets at time t 0 , IP, t 0 ) correspond to (n = 0) in
this param etrisat ion,
(5.23)

p

These (n

cp(O)

= 0) kets are positive definite and are invariant under the full BRST and ghost

symm etries.
-QO

L 14>(

0

))

=

0,

cp(O)

QghO

L 14>(

0

))

=

0

(5.24)

<j>(O)

We have divided up the complete Fock space into spaces of ,kets
Ol<f>(n)) where the space
of (n = 0) kets corresponds to the full coupling physical kets.
The projec tion opera tor onto these kets Ol<f>(n)) for each value of
n in this param etrisation will be given by p(n).
(5.25)
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These projection operators can written in terms of projection operators,
previous parametrisat ion by equations (5.12- 5.15),
p(n)

= OPJ~l ot

pJn)

given in the

(5.26)

Notice that there is no tilde on the operator ot. This is not required because the transformation operator is unitary, ot O = 1, which ensures that equation (5.25) is satisfied.
These redefined projection operators in this new parameterisa tion also satisfy a completeness relation.

LPJn) = 1 = Lp(n)
n

Using equation (5.23),

p(o)

(5.27)

n

can be expressed in terms of the full coupling physical kets

p( 0 l =

oz= IT')(T'l ot = I: IP')(P'I
T'

(5.28)

P'

Using OQ 0 0t = Q from equation (2.47) and equation (5 .17),
expressed in terms of the full coupling BRST charge,

p(n)

for (n > 1) can be

(5.29)

where R(n)

5.1.3

= OR6n)ot in both the Feynman and temporal gauges.

Evolved basis kets

Up to now all fields and kets have been considered at time t 0 . Using the time evolution
operator, in for example the Schrodinger picture, we can construct a parametrisat ion of the
Fock space at an arbitrary point in time, where (n = 0) still corresponds to the physical
kets. The evolution operator S in the Schrodinger picture is given by

S =

e-iH(t-to)

(5.30)

For scattering processes t 0 is extended to -oo and t is extended to +oo.
The space of all kets O(t 0 ) l4>(n) , t 0 ) for all excitations 4>(n,) and for all values of n spans
the Fock space at time t 0 . Using the evolution operator S, the Fock space at time t is
spanned for all excitations 4>(n) and for all values of n by

SO(to) l4>(n), to)
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(5.31)

These kets at time t for (n = 0) still correspond to the physical
kets. They are positive
definite and are BRST and ghost invariant.

QSO(to)i<t/ 0 ), to)
SO(to)

L [<t/

0

),

t0)

0,

Q9 hS0(to)[<t/ 0 ), t 0 )

LS[P , to) = L [P, t)
p

efJ{O)

0

(5.32)
(5.33)

p

These equations hold because both Q and Q h comm ute with the
Hamil tonian and anni9
hilate the remai ning kets. Note that in the Schrodinger pictur e
the fields do not evolve
and so there is no time dependence on the Noeth er charges. The
time depen dence in the
transf ormat ion opera tor O indica tes the point in time at which
it is defined. While the
fields within O are indepe ndent of time in the Schrodinger pictur
e, the defining condit ion
of 0, equati on (2.42), is time dependent.
As the evolut ion opera tor Sis unitar y, the projec tion opera tor onto
these kets for each
value of n is given by
(5.34)
The sum of all these projec tion operat ors at time t is still unity from
equations (5.16) and
(5.27),
(5.35)

n

Using equati ons (5.28) and (5.33) ,
physical kets at time t ,

p(o) (t)

can be expressed in terms of the full coupling

T'

L [P' , t)(P', t[
P'

(5.36)

where [P, t) = S[P, t 0 ). Using equati ons (5.29) and (5 .34), p(n) for
(n ~ 1) can be expressed
in terms of the full coupling BRST charge,
(5 .37)
where R(n) (t)

= SR(n) (t 0 )St in both the Feynman and tempo ral gauges. The fact that the

full BRST charge comm utes with both the full Hamil tonian and
S has been used in this
equati on.
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5.2

Evolution probabilities

Before we are can consider the probability of physical state evolving into other states, we
must define how we represent this mathematicaHy. The probability of evolving from one
ket to another will be defined in terms of the projection operators. The probability of
evolving from an initial ket at time t 0 , Ii, t 0 ), into a final ket at time t, If, t) will be given
by,
(i, to lf, t)(J, tli, to)

(i, talP 1 (t)li, to)

(5.38)

where Pf(t) is the projection operator onto the final ket If, t). The initial and final kets
Ii, t 0 ) and If, t) represent arbitrary kets in the Fock space. The initial and final points in
time are labelled by t 0 and t.
There is a reason for choosing equation (5.38) as the definition for the probability. The
probability of evolving to all possible kets, both physical and unphysical must be unity,
which is ensured in this definition by the completeness relation (5.16). The sum of all
projection operators which span the Fock space is one which ensures that the probability
of evolving into all possible final kets is also one.
LProbi-+f

= (i,tolLP1 (t)li,to) = 1

f

(5.39)

f

We are now in a position to consider the probabilities of evolving from a physical state at
time t 0 represented by the physical ket, IP, t 0 ). The final kets at time t can be parameterised
in the form given in equation (5.31) with the projection operators for each value of n given
by p (nl (t) as defined in eq~ation (5.34). The probability of evolving from the physical ket
at time t 0 , IP, t 0 ) into all possible final kets at time t can therefore be represented by,
1 = LProb(P, to-+ <P(n), t)

=

n-

L (P, tal'P(nl(t)IP, to)

(5.40)

n

The projection operator p(o) (t) can be expressed as a sum of physical kets, see equation
(5.36). For n 2'. 1 the projection operator, p(nl(t) can be wr,itten in terms of the ERST
charge using equation (5.37) . Together these give

1

= ~Prob(P,to-+ <P(nl,t)

= { . ~P' \P, to IP', t)(P,tlP, to) n=O
(P,tol {Q ,R(n)(t)} IP, to) . n 2'. 1
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(5.41)

The full ERST charge annihilates the physical kets, so the contribution from n 2'. 1 vanishes.
This leaves only the n = 0 term to contribute to the probability. This remaining term can
be written as a norm of a transition amplitude because [P, t) = [P, t), where the tilde
conjugate is defined in equation (5. 7). The probability can then be expressed as,

1 =

L Prob(P, t

0

-+

q;(n),

t)

n

L l(P, t

0

[P', t)l

2

P'
2

L l(P, to [S[P', to) l

(5.42)

P'

The only non-vanishing contribution to the probability of a physical state evolving arises
from evolution into the physical kets [P', t) which represent the physical states at time t
in the Schrodinger picture.
This shows that only the physical kets [P', t) (corresponding to (n = 0)) have nonvanishing contributions to the probability of the evolution of a physical state represented
by [P, t 0 ). No asymptotic conditions have been used to switch off the interaction, finite
time evolutions rather than scattering has been considered and it describes fully interacting
gluons in QCD.
The contributions to the evolution probability of a physical state from unphysical kets
and zero norm ERST invariant kets (corresponding to (n 2'. 1)) have all vanished. All
unphysical probabilities associated with the evolution into unphysical states have cancelled
amongst themselves. Only the physical kets, [P) which represent the physical states of
gluons contribute with non-vanishing probability to the evolution of the gluon field.
These results have been shown in the presence of the interactions at a finite point in
time. Previously in QCD these results have only been obtained by the use of asymptotic
conditions to switch off the interactions and identify the individual particle states, [49, 15,
79, 98]. These LSZ asymptotic conditions were not required here.
When considering probabilities in a space with an indefinite metric, all probabilities
must be combined to allow cancellation of the negative and zero norm contributions. Only
after this cancellation do the remaining probabilities describe a physical process.

5.3

Interaction picture representatjon

Equation (5.42) represents the evolution probabilities in the Schrodinger picture and is not
particularly easy to solve in its present form. This is aided by the transformation into the
interaction picture and can be achieved by the insertion of eiHo1 (t-to) and its inverse . The
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proba bility of evolving from one physical ket into anothe r, using
equati on (5.42), can be
given by,

i(P, tole-iH(t-to)IP', to)l2

= J(T, tolOt(to)e-iH01(t-to)eiH01(t-to)e - iH(t-to)o(to)IT', to) l2

(5.43)

Using the definition of the intera ction pictur e evolution opera tor U(t,
t 0 ) given in equati on
(1.4) and the free field evolution of the fields in the intera ction pictur
e this becomes,
(5.44)
The fields within 0 1 (t) have been evolved in the intera ction pictur
e into time t. The
kets (T, t 0 I are create d from a series of creatio n operat ors and
are eigenkets of the free
Hamil tonian . A unitar y expon ential of the eigenvalues arises from
e-iHo1(t-to) and vanishes
under the action of the norm. The proba bility then becomes

I(T, to IO}(t)U( t, to )O( to )IT', t 0 )

2
J

(5.45)

The various combi nation s of excita tions within the transv erse kets
can be considered and
with the use of the groun d-stat e version of Wick's theore m, (see for
example Mills [18]), the
various proba bilitie s can be expressed in terms of vacuum expec tation
values of intera ction
pictur e creati on and annihi lation operat ors. This gives a metho d
of, in princi ple, directly
calcul ating the non-vanishing probabilities for the evolution of the
gluon field.
The questi on arises as to the form of the BRST condit ion on the
physical kets in the
intera ction pictur e given equati on (5.45). The BRST invari ant condit
ion on the physical
kets is transp arent at time t 0 and for all times in the Schrodinger
and Heisenberg pictur es,

Q(to) IP, to)

0,

QH(t) IP)H

Q(to) IP)H = 0

QIP, t)s = 0
(5.46)

These condit ions can be expressed in terms of intera ction pictur e
fields in various ways to
give different repres entatio ns of the physical kets. The BRST charge
evolves with time in
the intera ction pictur e so the BRST invariance condit ion on the
physical kets is different
depen ding on time dependence of the BRST charge. For Q(t ) the
physical condit ion can
0
be repres ented as,

Q(to)O(to)IT, to)

0

(5.47)

Q(to)U(to, t)01(t)IT, to)

0

(5.48)
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While for Q1(t), the physical condition can be represented as,

Q1(t)U(t, ta)O(to)JT, to)
Q1(t)01(t)JT, t 0 )

QI (

0

t) IP, t) I

0

(5.49)
(5.50)

The fact that JT, t 0 ) is an eigenket of the free Hamiltonian, H 01 , in the interaction picture
has been used , and the fields within both Q 1 (t) and 0 1 (t) have been evolved with eiH01(t- to).
We know that the kets that contribute to the probability of the physical states evolving
in equation (5.42) are the physical kets in the Schrodinger picture. This does not change
no matter how we choose to express the physical kets in t he interaction picture.
The representation of the probability of a physical state evolving in the interaction
picture is given in equation (5.45). One way of interpreting this probability in the interaction picture is, as the norm of a transition amplitude where the transition amplitude
is given by a physical ket at time t 0 , namely JP, t 0 ) = O(to) JT, t 0 ) which is evolved by
the interaction picture evolution operator U(t, t 0 ) into the physical ket at time t, namely
0 1 (t)IT, t 0 ). Whether or not with is a useful interpretation is a personal choice. However
one chooses to interpret the evolution probability in the interaction picture, there is no
problem interpreting this result in the Schrodinger picture.

5.4

Observables

The average values of observables that do not depend on time evolution are produced from
expectation values over all possible physical states (physical kets) of the theory. There are
two definitions for the space of physical kets. One requires them to be invariant under
scattering, [15] while the other, used in this thesis, requires them to form a one to one
relationship with the physical states. See discussion in section 2.3 . The difference lies in
the inclusion or exclusion of the BRST invariant zero norm kets in the space of physical
kets. A general ket in each of these two spaces will be represented by IP) EB l<I>o) and JP)
respectively. l<I>o) = Ql<I>) =/=- 0 is a zero norm doublet ket.
Both of these definitions of the physical kets produce the same answers for probabilities.
Consider an observable, Obs which must be BRST invariant in order to represent an
observable, [iAQ , Obs] = 0. The expectation value of this observable between the positive
semi-definite physical ket IP) EB l<I>o) is
(5 .51)
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II

While for Q 1 (t), the physical condition can be represent ed as,

Q1(t)U(t, to)O(to) IT, to)

0

Q1(t)01(t)IT, to)

(5.49)
(5.50)

The fact that IT, t 0 ) is an eigenket of the free Hamilton ian, H , in the interacti on picture
01
has been used, and the fields within both Q 1 (t) and 0 1 (t) have been evolved with ei Ho1(t-to) .
We know that the kets that contribu te to the probabili ty of the physical states evolving
in equation (5.42) are the physical kets in the Schrodin ger picture. This does not change
no matter how we choose to express the physical kets in the interacti on picture.
The represen tation of the probabili ty of a physical state evolving in the interacti on
picture is given in equation (5.45). One way of interpret ing this probabili ty in the interaction picture is, as the norm of a transitio n amplitud e where the transitio n amplitud e
is given by a physical ket at time t 0 , namely IP, t 0 ) = O(t 0 ) IT, t ) which is evolved by
0
the interacti on picture evolution operator U(t, t 0 ) into the physical ket at time t, namely
0 1(t)IT, t 0 ). Whether or not with is a useful interpret ation is a personal choice. However
one chooses to interpret the evolution probabili ty in the interacti on picture, there is no
problem interpret ing this result in the Schrodin ger picture.

5.4

Obser vable s

The average values of observables that do not depend on time evolution are produced from
expectati on values over all possible physical states (physical kets) of the theory. There are
two definition s for the space of physical kets. One requires them to be invariant under
scatterin g, [15] while the other, used in this thesis, requires them to form a one to one
relations hip with the physical states. See discussion in section 2.3. The difference lies in
the inclusion or exclusion of the BRST invariant zero norm kets in the space of physical
kets. A general ket in each of these two spaces will be represent ed by IP) EB l<I>o) and IP)
respectively. l<I>o) = Ql<I>) -/- 0 is a zero norm doublet ket.
Both of these definitions of the physical kets produce the same answers for probabili ties.
Consider an observable, Obs which must be BRST invar~ant in order to represen t an
observab le, [iAQ, Obs] = 0. The expectati on value of this observab le between the positive
semi-definite physical ket IP) EB l<I>o) is

((<I>ol EB (Pl)Obst(IP) EB l<I>o))((<I>ol EB (Pl)Obs(IP) EB l<I>o))
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(5.51)

The zero norm daughter kets /1> 0 ) can be expressed in terms of their parent kets Ql<I>).
The BRST Noether charge commutes with the observable and annihilates the physical
kets. The probability then reduces to,
(5.52)
The remaining contribution is the probability defined in terms of the positive definite
physical ket, IP). As the ket IP) is positive definite, (P/ = (PI and this becomes
(5.53)
Only the positive definite kets have a non-vanishing contribution to the probability of an
observable, Obs. These probabilities can be expressed in terms of vacuum expectation
values of interaction picture fields and, in principle, directly calculated.
Mathematica lly the physical kets do evolve into zero norm kets , see section 2.3. However, in this section we have shown that the zero norm kets do not contribute to the
probabilities of observables. The probabilities represent the physical information and the
zero norm kets contain no physical information. This provides some justification for their
removal from the definition of the physical kets. Again this has been shown without the
use of the LSZ asymptotic conditions to switch off the interactions.

5.5

Discussi on

The general form of probabilities for both evolutionary and static physical processes has
been produced in equations (5.42) and (5.53) respectively. Both equations have the form of
a norm of transition amplitudes where the transition amplitudes are between physical kets
whose excitations can be expressed in terms of the purely transverse kets. This means that
all probabilities of physical processes can be constructed from a collection of expectation
values between purely transverse kets.
In terms of Feynman diagrams the external lines correspond to variations in the excitations with the initial and final kets within a transition amplitude. Equations (5.42) and
(5.53) show that variations in the initial and final kets can always be represented as the
variation of the transverse excitations within the purely transverse kets.
This means that all external lines in the Feynman diagrams, that arise from the nonvanishing probabilities of physical processes, are purely transverse. All QCD gluon physical
processes (within a perturbative framework) can therefore be represented by the full npoint transverse Green's function where the vertices are given by the Hamiltonian and the
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transformation operator 0. Non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators arise as internal
propagators within the external transverse propagators.
This of course assumes that expansion of the physical kets in equation (2.42) and the
transformation operator O have perturbative solutions at higher orders. The evolution of
a gluon field is then completely described, in a perturbative framework, by the full n-point
transverse Green's functions. Any other Green's function does not have a non-vanishing
contribution to physical processes. We shall see in section 6.2 that this has implication for
energy conservation. It is important to remember that a perturbative description of the
gluon field is being used.
The evolution probability of a physical state of a gluon can be represented in the
interaction picture by equation (5.45) . While it is possible to calculate probabilities directly
from this equation it is not the standard approach. Usually in non-Abelian field theory, the
evolutionary transition amplitudes are transformed into vacuum expectation values using
the Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimm ermann (LSZ) reduction formalism [99]. The excitations
of the kets within the Schrodinger picture transition amplitudes become the interaction
picture fields within vacuum expectation values, see for example section 5.3 of Kaku [43].
This reduction formalism uses the LSZ asymptotic conditions to switch off the interactions,
[27] in order to identify the particle excitations in the initial and final kets.
It would be convenient to develop a similar reduction formalism for the formalism
developed in this thesis . This would allow all the machinery developed for Green's functions
to be used. The LSZ asymptotic conditions would not be required in order to identify the
excitations within the initial and final kets. The excitations with the initial and final kets in
equation (5.45) are all the purely transverse excitations. The development of a reduction
formalism to express equation (5.45) in terms vacuum expectation values of interaction
picture fields could allow the properties of Green's functions to be used and may provide
further insights. This is an area for further research.

5.6

Summary

In this chapter the physical states have been shown to only have a non-vanishing probability
for evolving into other physical states. The negative and zero norm kets do not contribute
to the probability of such physical processes. This has been shown without the use of
asymptotic conditions to switch off the interactions which is used by other authors. The
zero norm BRST invariant kets have been shown to have a zero contribution to expectation
values of observables as well.
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All probabilities of physical processes have been shown to be represented by the full npoint transverse Green's functions. All the physical probabilities given in equations (5.45)
and (5.53) can represented in terms of vacuum expectation values of interaction picture
creation and annihilation operators. In principle, these vacuum expectation values can be
directly calculated.
The general form of the full n-point transverse Green's functions in terms of vacuum
expectation values of fields, rather than in terms of vacuum expectation values of creation
and annihilation operators, is still unknown. The next step would be to create a modified
Lehmann-Syman zik-Zimmermann (LSZ) reduction formalism to express the excitations
within the transverse kets in the transition amplitudes as transverse fields. The Green's
functions of the fields could then be used to calculate the transition amplitudes and physical
probabilities. This is an area for further research. This whole chapter has avoided using
the LSZ asymptotic conditions.
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Chapte r 6
Thermo dynami cs
The physical kets of the Feynman and temporal gauges found in chapters 3 and 4 will be
used to calculate the standard result of the second order thermodynamic pressure. This will
be done in the imaginary time formalism. The KMS periodicity condition will be violated
by non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators and energy conservation will be lost by
non-transverse gluon and ghost vertices. The non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators
will not come in contact with the heat bath and consequently will remain at frozen at zero
temperature. Only the transverse propagators will be thermalised. The thermodynamic
pressure will be calculated in a similar way to James and Landshoff [8] .

6.1

Periodicity

All thermodynamic quantities can be derived from the partition function. In the modified
perturbation theory developed in chapters 3 and 4 for the Feynman and temporal gauges
the partition function at time t 0 = 0 is given by

z = L (r1e-J3Ho1 O(f3)Tce- I: dTHJNT1(-r)o(o) IT)

(3.58)

T

Wick's thermodynamic theorem still applies to this modifies partition function , [8 , 18]
which means that all terms in the expansion of the partition function are produced from 2
point Green's functions between purely transverse kets. These Green's functions have the
form

iG(x - y)
(6.1)
Zo

(6.2)
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Chap ter 6
Therm odyna mics
The physical kets of the Feynman and temporal gauges found in chapters 3 and 4 will be
used to calculate the standard result of the second order thermodynam ic pressure. This will
be done in the imaginary time formalism. The KMS periodicity condition will be violated
by non-transvers e gluon and ghost propagators and energy conservation will be lost by
non-transvers e gluon and ghost vertices. The non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators
will not come in contact with the heat bath and consequently will remain at frozen at zero
temperature . Only the transverse propagators will be thermalised. The thermodynam ic
pressure will be calculated in a similar way to James and Landshoff [8].

6.1

Periodic ity

All thermodynam ic quantities can be derived from the partition function. In the modified
perturbation theory developed in chapters 3 and 4 for the Feynman and temporal gauges
the partition function at time t 0 = 0 is given by

z = L (Tle- f3Hol 0(/J)Tce- I: dTHJNT1(r)o(o) IT)

(3.58)

T

Wick's thermodynam ic theorem still applies to this modifies partition function, [8, 18]
which means that all t erms in the expansion of t he partition fun ction are produced from 2
point Green's functions between purely transverse kets . These Green's functions have the
form

iG(x - y)

; L (Tl e- fJHoTc<f>(x , t) 7jJ (y , t')JTJ
0

Zo

T

B(r - r')iG>(x - y) ± B(r' - r)iG< (x - y)

(6.1)

L (T le-f3Ho JTJ

(6.2)

T
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()( T - T1 ) is the ordering operator from O to /3 and T = it. The plus and minus signs are
for commuting and anti-commuting fields respectively. The Green's functions iG>(x - y)
and iG<(x - y) are given by
.
z1 L (ri e- f3Ho<f>(x,
T)?j;(y, T')IT)
T

0

(<f>(x, T) ~ (y, T1 ))

(6.3)

; L (Tle-f3Ho~(y, T )<f>(x, T)IT)
1

T

0

(6.4)

(~(y, T1 )q>(X, T))

Whether the Green's function satisfy the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger, [35, 36], (KMS) periodicity condition depends on the fields </> and ~- The projection operators and completeness
relation for these transverse kets ha~ he same form as for the QED model in section 5.1.
The limit t 0 -----f -oo however is not required here as the interactions do not need to be
switched off. All the interactions in the expectation values have been reduced by the Wick
expansion to Green's functions between purely transverse kets.
Lets us consider the Green's function, in;: (x -y) of two zeroth order BRST invariant
gluon fields , Ar(x, t) and A~(O), which is given by

L (Tle-f3Ho Ar(x, T)A~(O)IT)

in;: (x , T) = ;
0

(6.5)

T

Using the completeness relation, (5.16) and the evolution of fields in the interaction picture
we have

; L (TIAr(x ,
0

'T -

f3)e-f3Ho A~(O)IT)

T

; L ( TIA~(x,T- /3 ) I:Pt)e-f3HoA~(O)IT )
0

(6.6)

n

T

The projection operators for (n 2:: 1) involve the zero coupling Noether charge, Q 0 , see
equation (5 .17), which commutes with AT and H 0 and annihilates the transverse kets IT).
Using this.., the Green's function becomes

L

in;:(x,T) = ;
0

T

; L

(r1A~(x ,T - /3 ) L IT')(T'l'e-f3HoA~,(O)IT)

r

(T'le-f3Ho A~(O) L IT)(TIAr(x, 'T

0 T'

iD:Z (x , T

-

/3)1T')

T
-

/3)

(6 .7)
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In the imaginary time formalism the time dependence of all the fields vary between {3 and 0,
see section 1.2.2. The difference between the time dependence between two fields therefore
varies between /3 and -/3. These results show that the transverse propagator iDrv (X' T) is
periodic,

(6.8)
This is the KMS periodicity condition. It has relied on the fact that at zeroth order the
fields and kets were BRST invariant [Q 0 , AT] = 0 and Q 0 IT) = 0. For a non-transvers e
gluon or ghost propagator the fields are not zeroth order BRST invariant and so the
propagators are not periodic, a priori. Consider a non-transverse Green's function,

in;:T (x, T) =

L (r ie-f3Ho A:T(x, T)A;;T(O)IT)

;
0

T

; L (TIA:T(x,
0

T -

f3)e-f3Ho A;;T(O) IT)

T

; L ( r 1A:r(x,r-{3 ) I:Pt)e-f3HoA;;r(O)!T )
0

#

T

~L

n

( r1A:r(x,r - /3)

..;!O T

L

IT')(T' le-JJHoA;;r(o)IT )

(6.9)

T'

The projection operators for n 2 1 produce non-vanishing contributions to this Green's
function which means that the non-transverse propagators are not periodic. The contributions arises from the fact that ANT is not BRST invariant. The same is also true of
ghost propagators. The lack of periodicity of the non-transverse propagators has also been
discussed by James and Landshoff, [8] in the temporal gauge.
We have shown, at lowest order, that only the propagators involving the physical components of the gluon field and the physical kets satisfy the KMS periodicity condition.
The failure to take into account the unphysical kets in the completeness relation has
often incorrectly lead to the assertion that all propagators are either periodic or antiperiodic, [39] . We have seen that this is not the case when expectation values are evaluated
between only the physical kets. The expectation values can be evaluated between all kets
both physical and unphysical, provided a projection operator onto the physical kets is
included. The cyclic property of the fields within the trace is used in order to consider the
periodicity of the propagators. However projection operator must also be permuted with
fields and leads to a lack of periodicity for the non-transverse and ghost propagators, this
was discussed by James and Landshoff [8] . We have seen by equation (6.9) that at lowest
order only the propagators of BRST invariant fields are periodic.
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The KMS periodicity condition of the propagators is different from the periodicity
condition on the classical fields in the path integral formalism that is often used, A(,B) =
A( 0). This periodicity condition on the classical fields arises in the path integral formalism
as a boundary condition. The generating function for zero temperature field theory is given
in the path integral formalism by

W

=

J'D[A]eif_:°oo

d4xL(x)

(6.10)

This generating functional can be converted into the partition function by imposing the
boundary condition that all bosonic (fermionic) fields are periodic (anti-periodic) over the
range (0, i/3), [48].

(6.11)
By imposing the boundary condition on the classical fields in the generating functional,
the infinite range of integration has been restricted. The generating functional is then
identified as the partition function. This is a convenient trick within the path integral
formalism for introducing the partition function but it is not the only method for doing
so. In this thesis the partition function was defined in terms of the expectation value of
thermal distributed physical kets in equation (1.5) and all fields are operators. The periodic
boundary condition on the classical fields will not be used.
The periodicity of classical fields is a convenient boundary condition imposed in the
path integral formalism to simplify the construction of the partition function. This is often
used to make all propagators periodic in /3, [100]. While this maybe convenient it is not a
necessary condition on the propagators. On the other hand the KMS periodicity condition
on the transverse propagators arises from the structure of thermal expectation values and
is a necessary result. In this thesis the non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators will
not be periodic.
Assumptions about the periodicity of fields and propagators are often used because
of the lack of distinction _between the transverse and non-transverse propagators. As we
have seen the respective propagators have different periodic properties and will be treated
separately.

6.2

Thermalis ation

We have shown that the non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators are not necessarily
periodic in temperature. In fact the non-transverse gluon and ghost thermal propagators
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can be represented as vacuum expectation values, [8, 9]. Consider a non-transverse thermal
gluon propagator,
(6.12)

The contribution from the non-transverse fields is independent of the summation over the
transverse kets, and can be factorised out as a contour ordered vacuum expectation value.
The remaining transverse expectation value of e-fJHo is cancelled by the free partition
function Z 0 . So the thermal propagator reduces to,

(olTcA:T(x, T)A~T(O)IO)
( OITcA:T (x, T)A~T (0) IO)

I: / TIT. e-fJHo IT)
T\

;o

(6.13)

The only influence of temperature is the contour ordering operator Tc. The non-transverse
propagators within a thermodynamic Feynman diagram can effectively be represented with
no thermal component, they remain frozen at zero temperature. The lack of thermalisation of the non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators has been used in both the real
and imaginary time formalisms to calculate thermodynamic quantities, [8, 9]. One can
include thermal components for the non-transverse and ghost propagators, however these
contributions cancel during the course of the calculation. In this thesis only the transverse
propagators will be thermalised.
The choice to thermalise only the transverse propagators can simplify calculations. For
example in the temporal gauge the non-transverse propagator contains poles at k 0 = 0. If
these non-transverse propagators are not thermalised then no additional poles at k0 = 0
arise from Bose-Einstein distribution function n ( k 0 ) = (ef3ko - 1)- 1 which could provide
further complications. By separating the transverse and non-transverse components and
not thermalising the non-transverse propagator the poles can be easily handled, [8]. Note
that the lack of periodicity of the non-transverse and ghost propagators is independent of
whether they are chosen to be thermalised or not.

6.3

Imaginary time formalism

The imaginary time formalism makes use of two properties. The finite length of the
temporal contour in figure (1.1) (b) means that frequency integrals can be expressed as
discrete summations and the periodicity of the transverse propagators means that only
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even frequencies are required. The conversion of the transverse propagator into the discrete
frequencies in the imaginary time formalism is a standard result [33] that will review here
in order to consider the non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators in the same way.
Consider a transverse propagator from either the Feynman (3.A.6) or temporal (4.A.1)
gauges,

(TcA~(x)A~(O))

J(27r)3 ·nT (t ,
d3k

k)

µv

i

(6.14)
ik ·x

(6.15)

e

In the imaginary time formalism the length of the temporal contour is finite, see figure
(1.1) (b) and so the frequency components can be represented as discrete quantities.
(X)

iD'{;,v(t, k)

L

= iT

ewntiD'{;,v(iwn , k)

(6.16)

n=-=
As the propagator is periodic, the discrete Matsubara frequencies are even, iwn = 27finT.
The Matsubara frequencies are odd for fermionic fields (anti-periodic propagators) and can
also be treated in the following way. The temporal dependence of the fields in a propagator
range from (0, -i/3). The temporal dependence of a propagator depends on the difference
between the ranges of the two fields. The inverse Fourier transform therefore ranges over

(i/3' -i/3).

= 11-i(J
i(J dte-wntiD'{;,v(t, k)

iD'{;,v(iwn, k)

(6.17)

2

The form of the transverse propagators in both the Feynman (3.A.6) and temporal (4.A.1)
gauges is,

iD'{;,v(t, k) =

J~~ e-ikotiD~v (k) J~~ e-ikotpT(k)P;v(k)
=

(6.18)

Combining these equations together (6.14- 6.18) we get
i

·nT ( ) = - ·r ~
µ,/ X
i
L..,
n=-=

= iT ""'
L..,
(X)

n=-=

where PJv(k 0 , k)

J d3k
(

27f

i(k·x-iwnt)

)3e

Jdk ( ') b(k2)t:(ko)PJv(k)
k
.
O 2

1· -d3k-ei(k·x-iwnt)pT(iw
.
.
)3
(

27f

n,

o-

iwn

k)PT
(iw n, k)
µv

(6.19)

= PJv(-k0 , k) and
-i

(6.20)
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This shows that the transverse propagators in the imaginary time formalism can be simply
obtain by the replacement of
(6.21)
(6.22)
The next step is to develop a method for evaluating the thermal summation. This can
be done by treating each value of n as a pole of a complex contour r, [20, 101] see figure
6.l(a).

n

X

X
X

X

(a)

(b)
X

X

I'

Figure 6.1: (a) The poles are indicated by x. The residual of each encircled pole in r
represents one of the terms of the sum in (6. 23). (b) The contour r can be deformed into
this contour and with the appropriate conditions becomes a sum of the remaining poles.
Provided the integrand n(z)f (z) convergences at infinity and it contains no poles on the
imaginary axis, the contour r can be simply deformed into the contour in 6.l(b). This
contour can then be expressed a sum of the residuals of the remaining poles. If all the
propagators are thermali_sed and have either even or odd periodicity then the use of discrete frequencies and the contour integrals is an attractive method for evaluating Feynman
diagrams. The ability to use this attractive technique is one of the reasons for using the
imaginary time formalism.
However as we have seen in section 6.1, the non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators
do not have either even or odd periodicity, and from section 6.2, they are not required to
have a thermal component . The non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators can also be
expressed in terms of discrete frequencies however they have different form to the transverse
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propagators. This was discussed by James and Landshoff [8] for the longitudinal propagator
in the temporal gauge. Here we extend this discussion to the non-transvers e gluon and
ghost propagators in both the Feynman and temporal gauges.
Using the same analysis as for t he transverse propagator, the Feynman gauge nontransverse gluon propagator (3 .A.8) can be converted into discrete frequencies,

~

iT

4

1::'00

f - d_ _k_ei(k-x - iw1t)~ r-i{J dte-it(ko-iwz) iDNT(k)
(27f) 4
2 }i{J
µv

- ~T ~ ;· _d_3_k_
2 1::'00

ei(k·x-iwzt) pNT(k) -e-_fJ_(_k_ i_·w_z)_-_ 1

(21r )3

µv

(

iw1)2 - k2

(6.24)

where iw1 = 1rilT are the even and odd frequencies. Unlike the transverse propagator, the
initial propagator (3.A.8) had no thermal component n(k), so there is nothing to cancel
the term (e - f3(k-iwi) - 1).
There are several points to notice about this expression of the non-transvers e propagator. The summation is over both odd and even frequencies for which eiwzfJ has opposite
signs which must be taken into account. The even frequency terms can be represented
as the residual of the poles as in equation (6.23). The odd frequency terms can also be
represented as the residual of the poles by

T

L f (iw1)
odd

r dz f (z)
= lr, 21ri ef3z +

(6.25)

where the contour r' encircles each odd discrete frequency, iw1 = (2Z + l)1riT . Both the
odd and even discrete frequencies summations in the non-transvers e propagator can be
represented by their own complex contour. This means that two complex contours must
be evaluated for each non-transverse propagator.
In the temporal gauge the non-transverse propagator from equation (4.A.2) in terms of
discrete frequencies is,
iDfJ. T ( x)

=

oo

""'

1::'oo

/

d3k
e-iwtf3 _ 1
- - e i(k-x-iw1t) pNT ( k ) - - - (21r )3
iJ
iw1

(6.26)

where again iw1 = 1rilT includes both odd and even frequencie? . The first point to notice
about this propagator is the lack of ambiguity at l = 0. There is no pole at this point
due to the exponential, e - iwifJ . In the temporal gauge, the transverse and non-transvers e
propagators are often combined and assumed to have the same properties. This leads to
spurious poles at zero frequency, [39, 62, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94]. By separating t he transverse
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and non-t ransv erse prop agato rs and takin g into accou
nt their different prope rties, this
spuri ous pole never arises.
As in the Feyn man gauge this discrete summ ation can
be repre sente d by two complex
conto ur integ rals for the odd and even discrete frequency
comp onen ts. In both the Feyn man
and temp oral gauges, the presence of ewit can effect the
convergence of the conto ur integ rals
at infinity and must be taken into consi derat ion in the
conto ur integ ratio n.
This shows that the frequency integrals of the non-t ransv
erse prop agato rs can be represente d as discrete summ ation s. The lack of KMS perio
dicity of the prop agato rs mean s that
both odd and even frequency components, each requi
ring indiv idual consi derat ion, must
be included. In, for example, a Feyn man diagr am with
two non-t ransv erse propa gator s,
there are four comb inatio ns of odd and even frequencie
s to consider.
Anot her point to take into consi derat ion is energy conse
rvatio n at the vertices withi n
a diagr am. This usually arises from a temp oral integ
ratio n over the frequencies of the
prop agato rs at a vertex. In the real time formalism this
integ ral over frequencies is,

1-:

dteit(k o+Po+ ... )

= c5(ko +Po + . . . )

(6 .27)

In the imag inary time formalism at a verte x with all
trans verse perio dic prop agato rs we
have

ln /3

dT eT(iwn+iwm+. .. )

0

= {3c5n,(m+ ... )

(6 .28)

However when one of the propa gator s is a non-t ransv
erse gluon or a ghos t prop agato r, the
odd frequency comp onen t mean s that energy conservatio
n is no longer guara nteed at the
vertices. Cons ider a simil ar integ ral where iwn and iwm
are the trans verse frequencies and
iwl is the non-t ransv erse frequency.

f3c5n,(l+m)
{ -2/(i wn + iwm

+ iw1)

l even
l odd

(6.29)

Ener gy is not conve_rsed at the verte x for l odd. Jame
s showed that the energy nonconserving contr ibuti ons were required in the temp
oral gauge in order to prod uce the
stand ard resul ts for therm odyn amic calculations, [8].
Kapu sta [102] avoided impo sing
energy conse rvatio n with the Kronecker delta functions
of the discrete frequencies in thermody nami c calcu lation s in the temp oral gauge, altho
ugh this was justified on groun ds of
convergence of the complex contours.
Ther e is no difference in the Feyn man gauge and energ
y is also not conserved at vertices
with non-t ransv erse gluon or ghos t propa gator s. This
mayb e disqu ieting however provi ded
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energy is conserved in the complete diagram such local violations of energy conservation
do not cause any problems.
In section 5.5 we discussed how all probabilities of physical processes involve expectation
values between transverse kets and all external propagators in Feynman diagrams are
transverse. All physical processes can be described by the full n-point transverse Green's
function and proof that these Green's functions conserve energy would ensure that energy
is conserved overall for physical processes. The 0-point thermal Green's function at second
order relates to the second order thermodynamic pressure that will be calculated in the
following sections. This particular Green's function will be shown to conserve energy.
The other Green's functions can, in principle, be explicitly calculated however establishing
energy conservation for all diagrams representing physical processes in general is an area
for further research. This could be aided by the BRST representation of the projection
operators and completeness relation discussed in chapter 5.
The discussions above have concentrated on the non-transverse gluon propagator, however the results are very similar for the ghost propagators. It is not necessary to convert
the frequency integrals of the non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators into discrete
summations in the imaginary time formalism, although some may argue whether this still
is the imaginary time formalism. In this thesis we define the imaginary time formalism by
the finite contour in figure 1.1 (b).
The frequency integrals can be evaluated in themselves without difficult. The conversion
to discrete summations is elegant for periodic and thermalised propagators but becomes
unnecessarily complicated for non-periodic, zero temperature propagators. For this reason,
discrete frequencies will not be used for the non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators
in the evaluation of Feynman diagrams. The frequency integrals will be directly evaluated
which was also the method of James and Landshoff [8] in the temporal gauge. These
problems become more acute in the Feynman gauge due to the exponential e-ikot.
In the next section these results will be applied to the calculation of the second order
thermodynamic pressure jn both the Feynman and temporal gauges in the imaginary time
formalism. Different calculational approaches will be used however the non-transverse and
ghost frequencies will not be converted to discrete frequencies for the reasons discussed
above.
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6.4

Expa nsion of the parti tion func tion

The thermod ynamic pressure D can be evaluate d from the partitio n function [33].

-D

PV

1

= tJ lnZ

(6.30)

L (Ple-/1HHIP) = L (P/Tce-/1Ho1e- fcdTHJNr1(T)/P)

z

p

p

(6.31)

The contour c for the imagina ry time formalism runs from O to (3, see figure 1.1 (b).
There
has been a change of variables from t into T = it. Using the expansion of the physica
l
kets, (2.42) , thermal expecta tion values will be expressed in terms of thermal expecta
tion
values over transver se kets as defined in equatio n (3.A.1). The partitio n function become
s

z
0((3)

Zo \ O({J)e- fc dTHJNr(T)o(o))

(6.32)

e/1Hoo(O)e-/1Ho

(6.33)

The pressure can be expande d order by order in terms of the transver se thermal average
s,

p

1
(
Z1NT)
{JV lnZ0 1 + ~
l
Z1NT
--lnZ0 + - {JV
(3VZo

+ 0(> g)2

(6.34)

where Z 1 Nr is the interact ing part of the partitio n function. The second order thermod
ynamic pressure is therefore given by

1
+1 11

P9 2 = ;~ ( Tc

drH1Nr(r, g2))

(3~ \ Tc

+

;t

\Tco1(/J)

(6.35)

drdr' H1Nr(T , g)H1Nr(r' ,

1

g))

drH1Nr (r,g ))- ;~ \Tc

(6.36)

1

drH1Nr (r,g)o 1 (0))

(6 .37)
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+ (3V (01(/J)o1(0))
1 g2

- 2{JV (01(0)01(0)) -

(6.38)
1 g2

2

(3V (o 1((3)o 1(/J))

'

(6.39)

H 1NT (r, g) is the order g part of the interact ion Hamilto nian which is given in the Feynma
n
and tempor al gauges in equatio ns (3.22) and (4. 12) respectively. The terms from o
2 in 0
cancel themselves due to their hermiticity, see equatio n (2 .49).
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The thermodynamic pressure contribution from (6.35) corresponds to double circle
diagrams and the contributions from (6.36-6.39) correspond to the diagrams in figure 6.4.
All possible vertices and propagators from the Feynman rules must be included in the
diagrams of figure 6.4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

///;

/ ................. ),- ..................

\

r=;
.

\moo)
··..

(d)

..···

L,S

··...

······),-······

·······),-·······

(e)

\

... ···

(f)

Figure 6.2: These are the sunrise diagrams that contribute to the thermodynamic pressure.
The vertices from both the action and the transformation operator O must be used in each
position. The symmetry factor is 1/6 with an additiol\)/2 when the two vertices have the
same form.

6.5

Covariant gauge summary

Appendix 6.A contains the calculation of the diagrams in figure 6.4 and the results are
summarised here. The contribution from 6.4(a) is
(6.40)
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There are two contribu tion from 6.4(b), which are
(6.41)
(6.42)
The combined contribu tion from 6.4(c) and 6.4(e) cancels the contribu tion from (6.42).
The contribu tions from 6.4( d) and 6.4(f) cancel each other out . The remainin g contribu tions (6.40-6.41) give, after dimensional regularisation, (see for example [19, 40]), the total
contribu tion to the second order thermody namics pressure from diagrams in figure 6.4.
(6.43)
This is the standard result as calculate d in the imaginar y time formalism by James and
Landshoff [8, 40] and Kapusta [102] and in the real time formalism by James [40, 42],
Landshoff and Rebhan [9], and Landsma n and van Weert, [7].

6.6

Temp oral gauge summ ary

Appendi x 6.B contains the calculation of the diagrams in figure 6.4 and the results are
summari sed here. The contribut ion from 6.4(a) is
(6.44)
There is a contribu tion from 6.4(b), which is
(6.45)
All other diagrams cancel amongst themselves. Adding these two together and after dimensional regularis ation (see for example [19, 40]) , the total contribu tion to the second
order thermody namics pressure from diagrams in figure 6.4 is,
(6.46)
This is the standard result as calculate d in the imaginar y time formalism by James and
Landshoff [8 , 40] and Kapusta [102] and in the real time formalism by James [40, 42],
Landshoff and Rebhan [9], and Landsma n and van Weert, [7].
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6.7

Summa ry

In this chapter the imaginary time formalism has been set up and used to calculate the
standard result for the second order thermodynam ic pressure. The non-transvers e gluon
and ghost propagators have been separated from the transverse propagators and their
different properties studied in detail. There has been discussions by other authors [8 , 9]
on the different properties of the propagators and here we have extended this discussion to
the BRST formulation of the imaginary time propagators in the Feynman and temporal
gauges. The conclusions are not original however the presentation is.
This has provided further justification for the separate treatment of the physical and
unphysical propagators in finite temperature field theory as well as providing a consistency
check on the BRST gauge fixing formalism developed in chapter 2.

I
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6.A

Covariant gauge calculation

The Feynman vertex rules from figure 3.1 and the propagators from section 3.A will be
used to calculate second order thermodynamic pressure in the Feynman gauge. The contributions in terms of the different vertices are given in equations (6.35-6 .39) and the
contributions in terms of the different Feynman diagrams are given in figure 6.4. The
calculations will be classified in terms of the number of transverse propagators, T and
the number of non-physical propagators N. N includes the non-transverse, L , S gluon
propagators and the ghost propagators, G.
The contractions of the gluon transverse and non-transverse projection operators with
the vertex functions are given in appendix 6.C. The calculation in the Feynman gauge will
not use the finite temporal contour to express frequencies integrals as discrete summations.
Instead integrations over the frequencies containing delta function of the form 5(k 2 )1:(ko)
will be directly evaluated. These will be evaluated by the expression

j dko6(k

2

)1:(ko)f(ko , k)

=

j dko 2tkl [5(ko -

lkl) - b"(ko

+ lkl)]J(ko, k)

(6.A.1)

Integrals such as these are straight forward to calculate. Although the non-transverse
gluon and ghost propagators can be expressed in terms of discrete frequencies this will
be avoided for the reasons discussed in section 6.3. The discrete summations will also be
also avoided for the transverse gluon propagators and as we shall see, the calculation is
relatively straight forward.

6.A.l

TTT contribution s

1

The fields in igo 1 contain at least one longitudinal field and so o vertices do not contribute
to TTT diagrams. The only contributions to figure 6.4(a) have two standard gluon vertices,

1

I' rl

'

SS.

1 1

111

(6.A.2)
where C(N) =

rbc rbc =

N(N 2 -1) , T = it, and

vJTT is the vertex contribution to TTT

diagrams with two standard vertices from equation (6.C.l) . 1/6 is the symmetry factor
with the half arising from the presence of two identical vertices, (ss). The (3V arises from
the definition of the pressure. The integration over x produces a delta function and the
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integral over y cancels with the volume element.
2

-

g C(N)

6/3

Jd k J(21r)
d Jd
3 (21r)3() (k +
4

4

4

p

q

3

11

p

+ q)o(k 2)1: (ko)o(p 2)1:(pa)o(q 2)1:(qo)

dT dT'[e( T - T1 )n(-p0 )n(-q0 )n(-k0 )

-

e(-T - T)n(p 0 )n(q0 )n(ko)] e-(T-T')(ko+Po+qo)

4(1 - z2 ) ( 2p2 + 2q2 + p2q2~2+ z2 ))
By the interchang e of integration variables T and T 1 together with change in the sign of
three frequencies k 0 , p0 and q0 , the second step function term equals the first step function
term. Adding these together gives
2

g C(N )
- 6/3

J(21r)4
d k Jdp Jdq
(21r) 4 (21r)4 (21r) () (k +
4

4

4

3 3

p

+ q)pT( k ) pT( p)pT (q)

+ z2 ))]
n(-p0 )n(-q0 )n(-ko) [ 4(1 - z 2 ) 2p2 + 2q 2 + p2q2(1
k2
(

1dT 1dT'B(T - T') e-(T-T')(ko+po+qo)

The calculation is just as simple to do without conversion to the discrete frequencies as we
shall see here. The temporal integration s can be easily evaluated to give
2

g C(N)
- 6/3

J(21r)4
d k Jdp Jd q
(21r) 4 (21r)4 (21r) () (k +
4

4

4

3 3

p

T

+ q)p (k)p T (p)pT (q)

+ z2) )]
n(-p0 )n(-q0 )n(-ko) [4(1 - z 2 ) 2p 2 + 2p2 + p2q2(1
k2
(

l

[ (ko + :o + qo) + n(-(ko +Po+ q:))(ko +Po+ qo) 2

The frequencies can be easily integrated out using equation (6.A.1) . Using the properties
of the distributio n function n , the second term of the temporal integration vanishes upon
integration over the frequ encies. After integration over the frequencies for the remaining
term and a rearrangem ent using the symmetry about the three momenta, k, p and q we
get
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The term z( IPl 2 + lql 2) is asymmetric in p -+ -p and so vanishes. This gives equation
(6.40). The contribution from 6.4(a) is
1 2

- 4g
6.A.2

C(N)

3

3

d p ;· d q 21Pllqlz(l

/

+ z 2)

(21r)3 4lp + ql21Pllql (2n(IPI)

(21r)3

+ 1)(2n(lql) + 1)

(6.40)

TT N contributions

The contributions to TT N come from diagrams 6.4(b) with all the possible gluon vertices.
The TT N contribution with two standard vertices, ss from equation (6.36) is,

J I

r r

i g2c(N)

4
4
d4k
d4p ;· d4q
6,BV led X led Y (21r) 4 . (21r) 4 (21r) 4
e-i(k+p+q)(x-y) pN (k )pT (p )pT (q) V,;~TN

2

+(k

<=}

p)

+ (k <=} q)

Only the symmetric p <=? q component has been given in this equation, with the remaining
combinations given by the interchange of k and p and the interchange of k and q. In this
equation and for the rest of this section the momenta p and q represent the transverse
momenta and k represents the non-transverse momenta. Integrating over x, y and k 0 and
using (6.C.2) we get ,
2

1 g C(N) ;·

2

6,8

-l
2lkl

4

3

d k

dp

;·

(21r)3

Jd

rdT rdT [e( T le le
1

4

q

3

(21r)3 c5 (k

2

2

+ p + q)c5(p )t:(po)c5(q )t:(qo)

T1 )n(-po)n(-qo)e-(T-T')(lkl+ Po+qo)

+e(-T + T')n(po)n(qo)e-( 7 - 7 ')(-lkl+Po+qo)]
2

. [- 2 (k p 0 q0

+(k

<=}

p)

+ k · pq::- k · qp2 ) (1 + z 2 ) ]

+ (k <=} q)

By the interchange of integration variables

and

T

T

1

together with change in the sign of

three frequencies k 0 , p 0 a:r:id q0 , the second step function term equals the first step function
term. Adding these together gives

g2C(N)
6,8
(1

Jd3k ;·

4

dp
(21r)3

J d q c53(k +
4

(21r)3

r

p

+ q)~(p2)t:(po)c5(q2)t:(qo)

+ z2) n(-po)n(-qo) {{3 dT dT' e-(T-T')(lkl+Po+qo)
lkl 3
lo
lo

(k 2poqo

+ k · pq 2 + k
+(k <=} p) + (k <=} q)

· qp 2 )
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The temporal integration s can be easily evaluated to give

J

2

4

4
g C(N) ;·
d p ;· d q
6/3
d3k (21r)3 (21r)3
63(k + p + q)b(p2)c(po)6(q2)c(qo)
2
(1 lkl
+ z ) n (-Po )n (-qo) ( k 2poqo +· k · pq 2 + k · qp2)
3

[ (lk/ +
+(k

~

!o + qo) + n(-(lk/ +Po+ q:)) (/k/ +Po+ qo) 2l

p)

+ (k ~ q)

(6.A.3)

The TT N contributio n with one standard vertex, so from equation (6.37) is,

1 1 J J

g2C(N)
4
4
d4k
d4p ;· d4q
6/3V C d X C d y (21r) 4 (21r) 4 (21r) 4
e-i(k+p+q)(x-y) pN (k )pT (p)pT (q)~~TN
+(k

~

p) + (k

~

q)

Integrating over x, y and k 0 and using (6.C.3) we get,
2

g C(N) ;·

6/3

J d p J (21r)363(k
d q
d3k (21r)3
+ p + q)6(p2)E(Po)6(q2)E(qo)
4

- l 1dT

2/k/

C

4

l dT'[6(/3 - T) + 6(T')] [e(T - T )n(-p0 )n(-qo)e-(T- T')(lkl+Po+qo)
le
+e(-T + T')n(po)n(qo)e-( ')(-lkl+Po+qo) ]
1

7

-

7

[-(p2 - q2)(p~2- qo)(l + z2)]
+(k

~

p)

+ (k

~

q)

The second term of step functions is zero because of the presence of 6(/3 - T) and 6(T1 ) .
Both the delta functions produce the same term after evaluating the temporal integral.
The result is ,

The TT N contributio n with no standard vertices , oo, from equations, (6 .38- 6.39) is
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11

e-i(k+p+q)(x-y) pN (k )pT (p)pT (q)V ~TN
0

+(k {:} p)

+ (k {:} q)

Integrating over x, y and k 0 and using (6.C.4) we get,
2

g C(N)
6/3

~
2

J J(2n)3p J(2n)q3 + + q)8(p2)E(Po)8(q2)E(qo)
1 1 [8(/3- r)8(r') - ~8(r)8(r') 4

d3k

dr

1

4

d

d

83(k

p

dr'

~8(/3- r)8(f3- r ')]

[e(r - r')n(-Po)n(-qo)e -(T-T')(lkl+Po+qo)
+e(-T + T')n(po)n(qo)e-( 7 - 7 ')( -l kl+Po+qo) ]

{:(1 + z

[- (Po - q0

2
)

l

+ (k {:} q)

+(k {:} p)

Note the inclusion of the halves when there are two of the same vertex are present. The
presence of two delta fun ctions arises from the 0(/3) and 0(0). Only the first step function
term is required . The time has been fixed in these operators by the delta functions and no
time ordering Tc is required. For a discussion of this point see the third paragraph after
equation (3.58).

g2C(N)
6/3

J I (2n)3 J(2n) 38
3

d k.

d4p

d4q

3(

n(-po)n(-qo)(Po - qo)2(1 + z
2jkj 3

k

+ p + q)8(p

2
)

f' (J d

lo

2

2

)E(Po)8(q )E(qo)

r d '( e-(T-T )(1kl+Po+qo) )
1

T

lo

T

[8(/3 - r)8(r') - 8(r)8(r')]

+(k {:} p) + (k {:} q)
T he temporal integration leaves
2

g C/3(N )
6

J 3k J( 1r) J 1r)
4

dp

d

2

4

d q 83(k+p+q ) ( 2) ( ) ( 2) ( 0 )
(
8 p EPo 8 q E q
2 3

3

·[

n(-Po)n(-qo)
n(-(lkl +Po+ qo))
+(k {:} p) + (k? q)

l

[(Po -qo )2(1+z

2
)]

2jkj 3
(6.A.5)

Combining the second term from the temporal integration in (6.A.3) with the contributions
from (6.A.4) and (6 .A.5) and they all cancel each other out.
2

g C(N) ; ·

6

/3

·

Jdp
d k ( 1r) J d1r)q
4

3

2

4

3
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(

2

3

38

(k+p+q )8(p2) E.(p0 )8(q2) E (q0 )

I

n(-po) n(-q0 )(l + z 2)
2[k[ 3 n(-([k[ +Po+ Qo))([k[ +Po+ qo) 2
+2 (k 2PoQo + k · pq 2 + k · qp 2) }
-2(p 2 - q 2)(Po - Qo)([k[ +Po+ Qo)
{
· (Po - Qo) 2([k[ +Po+ Qo) 2
+(k <=} p) + (k <=} q) = 0
This leaves first term in (6.A.3) to produce the total TTN contribu tion. Taking only
one
of the three symmet ric combin ations we get
2

g C(N)

2

J(21r)
4

4

d p ;· d q

[

T

T

21r) 4 p (Po)P (qo)n(- Po)n(-q o)
(k 2poqo + k · pq 2 + k · qp 2 ) (1 + z2)]
(

4

[k[ 3 ([k[ +Po+ qo)

Evaluat ing the frequency integral s gives two terms,
1

-4g

j

2

C(N)

(p2

+ q2)( z 2 + 1)

(21r)3 (2n([p[) + 1)(2n([q[) + 1) 4[p + qf2fp[[q[

J(21r)3

+!g2C (N)

d3p ;· d3q n([p[)(l - z2)[p[

4

6.A.3

d3p ;· d3q

(21r) 3

(6.42)

[p + qf2fq[

(21r)3

(6.41)

T N N contr ibutio ns

The contribu tions to TNN come from diagram s 6.4(c) and 6.4(e) with all the
possible
gluon and ghost vertices. The T N N contribu tion with two standar d vertices,
ss from
equatio n (6.36) is,

1

J

J

4
1 g2C(N)
4 ;· 4
d k ; · d4p
d4q
2 6,BV C d X C d y (21r) 4 (21r) 4 (21r) 4
e-i(k+p+q)(x-y) pT (k )pN (p)pN (q) ~~NN
+(k

<=}

p)

+ (k <=} q)

Integra ting over x, y, p 0 and q0 , using (6.C.5) and the intercha nge of r and r' to
combin e
the two step function togethe r we get,
2

J 21r) 3 J(21r) 3
1 1 [B(
4[p[[qi

l g C(N)

2

613

3

4

dk

2n( - ko)

;·

dr

C

3

dp
(

d q

dr'

T -

<5

3

2

(k + p + ~)b(k )c(ko)

r') e-(r-r') (ko+IPl+lql) ]

C

- (ko[P[ [q[ (IP[+ [q[) + k 2p
[
. k2 [p[[q[
+(k <=} p) + (k <=} q)
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· q)

(
2 1 _ z2)]

Integrating out the temporal integrals gives

g2C(N)
- 12,B

J(2n)k f (2n) 3 f (2n)3
d4

d3p

d 3q

63 (k+p+q)b( k 2 )n(-ko)

(kolPllql(IPI + lql) + k 2p · q) (l ~ 2)]
[
k 2 IPllql
z

1:1 + lql) + n(-(ko + IPI + lq~))(ko + IPI + lql)2

[ (ko +
+(k {::} p)

+ (k {::} q)

l

(6.A.6)

The T N N contribution with one standard vertex, so from equation (6.37) is
4
j d y J(2n
d k
)

2

g C(N) ;· 4
6,BV
cd x

J(2nd4p) J(2nd4q)

4

c

4

4

4

e-i(k+p+q)(x-y ) PT (k )pN (p)pN (q)V[oNN

+ (k {::} q)

+(k {::} p)

Integrating over x, y, p 0 and q0 and using (6.C.6) we get,
g2C(N)

6,8

Jd k J(d3pn) J d3qn) 6 (k +
4

3

2

l

n( -ko)

3

2

j dT j dT (b(,8 -

p

+ q)b(k 2 )E(ko)

+ 6( T'))(}( T -

T)

1

4IPI lql
c
[(IPllql(IPI :Jql) +(k {::} p)

(

3

T')e-(T-T')(ko+IPl+lql)

c
2

k ko) (l -

z2)]

+ (k {::} q)

The temporal integral can be easily evaluated to give,
-

g2C(N)
,8
6

J k J(
4

d

d3p ;· d3q 3
( n)36 (k
2n) 3
2

+ p + q)b(k 2 )E(ko)

2] [

(IPllql(IPI + lql) - k 2 ko) 1
[
2k 2 IPI 191
( +(k {::} p) + (k {::} q)

n(-ko)
n(-(ko + IPI + lql)) (ko

z )

+ IPI + lql)

]
(6.A.7)

The T N N contribution with no standard vertices, oo from equa~ions (6.38-6 .39) is
g2C(N) ;· 4
6,BV
cd x

j

J

J

J

4
d4k
d4p
d4q
d y (2n) 4 (2n) 4
(2n) 4
e -i(k+p+q)(x-y) pT (k )pN (p )pN (q) V ~NN

c

0

+(k {::} p)

+ (k {::} q)
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Integra ting over x, y, p 0 and q0 and using (6.C.7) we get,

g2C(N ) ;· 4
6/3
d k

4IP~lql

J(21r)3
d3p J d3q
(21r)36 (k +
3

2

p + q)b"(k )c(ko)

1

dTdT' [8((3- T)6(T') - }b"(/3- T)6((3 - T') - }6(T)6(T')]

e( T - T')n(-k o)e -(T-T')(ko+IPl+lql) [ (2IPI 11~ - k2) (1 - z2)
+(k {:} p)

l

+ (k {:} q)

Doing the tempo ral integra tion leaves

g2C(N )
(3
6

Jd k J(d3p1r) 3 J(d3q1r) 3
4

2

2

n( -ko)
[ n(-(ko + IPI + lql))
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3

l [(2IPI

2

(k + p + q)b"(k )c(k 0 )

l

2

lql - k )
2
4k 21Pllql (l - z )

(6.A.8)

Combi ning the second term from the tempor al integra tion in (6.A.6) with
the contrib utions
from (6.A.7) and (6.A.8) and they all cancel each other out.

g2C(N )
(3
6

Jd k J(d3p1r)3 J(d3q1r)36 (k +
4

3

2

p + q)b"(k )c(k0 )
2
2
n(-ko) (l - z 2 )
4k 2IPl lqln(-( ko + IPI + lql))(ko + IPI + lql) 2
-2(kolPllql(IPI + lql) + k 2 p · q)
}
-2(1Pllql(IPI + lql) - k 2 ko)(ko + IPI + lql)
{
+(21Pllql - k 2 )(ko + IPI + lql) 2
+(k {:} p) + (k {:} q) = 0

This leaves first term in (6.A.6) to produc e the total T N N contrib ution.
2
3
-g C(N)
dk 0
d p ;· d3q T
12
(21r) (21r)3 (21r)3P (ko)n( -ko)

j

j

· [(kolPllql(IPI + lql) + k 2p · q) (l _ z2)]
k 21Pllql(ko + IPI + lql)
+(k {:} p) + (k {:} q)
Taking only the term contain ing n(-k 0 ) of the three symme tric combin
ations and integrating out the frequen cy we get,
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-g C(N)

4

j

d3p ; · d3 q n(lkl) (l - z2)
(21r) 3 (21r) 3
lkllql
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Note k = -(p+q) . As all momen ta are symmet ric swap k
from T N N diagram s which exactly cancels with (6 .42).

{=}

p, to get the total contrib ution

(6.A.9)

6.A.4

N N N contr ibutio ns

The contribu tions to N N N come from diagram s 6.4( d) and 6.4(f) with all the possible
gluon and ghost vertices . The N N N contrib ution with two standar d vertices, ss
from
equatio n (6.36) is given by,
1 g2C(N)
6,8V

1 1 J(21r) J(21r) J(21r)

4
d4k
d4p
d4q
4
4
4
d y
e - i(k+p+q) (x-y) pN (k )pN (p )pN ( q) ~~NN

2

4

C

d

+(k {:} p)

X

C

+ (k {:} q)

Integra ting over x, y, the frequency integrals, using (6.C.8) and the intercha nge of T
to combine step functions we get,
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k21Pllql(p2q2 -

q2) + (k {:} p) + (k {:} q)l
4lkl31Pl3lql3
p.

The tempor al integral is easily evaluate d to give,

_ g2C(N)
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Jd3k ;· (21r)3
d3p J d3q 63(k +
(21r)3

P

+ q)
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Ill

(6.A.10)

Ill

The N N N contrib ution with one standar d vertex, so from equatio n (6.37) is given
by,

g2C(N)
6,8V

1 1 J(21r ) J(21r )
4
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d

d4k

4
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i

II

Integrating over x, y and using (6.C.9) we get,
2
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d q 63
N
N
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(21r)
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Integrating over

T,

-

l

r' and the frequencies k 0 , p 0 and q0 , we get
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(6.A.11)

The N N N contribution with no standard vertices, oo from equations (6 .38- 6.39) is given
by,

g2C(N)
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d4k
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d4q
6/3V
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f
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Integrating over x, y and using (6.C.10) we get,
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·

Integrating over r, r' and the frequencies k 0 , p0 and q0 , we get
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d3p
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I

d3p 3
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q)l
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(6.A.12)

Combining the second term from the temporal integration in (6.A.10) with the contributions from (6.A.11) and (6.A.12) and they all cancel each other out.

g2C(N) ;· d3k ·1· d3p ;· d3q 53(k + P + q)
6/3
(2n)3
(21r)3
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1

4lkl IPl lql n(-(lkl + IPI + lql))(lkl + IPI + lql)2
2 2
-(p q - (p · q2 ))lkl 2 IPllql
}
-lklp.
q(k. PQ 2 + k. qp 2 )(lkl + IPI + lql)
{
+k. pk. qlpllql(lkl + IPI + lql) 2
+(k {:} p) + (k {:} q) = 0
3

3

3

The total contribution to the N N N diagrams 6.4( d) and 6.4(f) therefore comes from the
first term from the temporal integration in (6.A.10).
(6.A.13)
This term is temperature independent and so disappears by redefining the zero temperature
pressure and does not contribution to the thermodynam ic pressure.

6.B

Tempor al gauge calculat ion

The Feynman vertex rules from figure 4.1 and the propagators from section 4.A will be
used to calculate second order thermodynam ic pressure in the temporal gauge. The contributions in terms of the different vertices are given in equations (6 .35-6.39) and the
contributions in terms of the different Feynman diagrams are given in figure 6.4. The
calculations will be classified in terms of the number of transverse propagators T and the
number of non-transvers e gluon and ghost propagators, N. In the temporal gauge, unlike
the Feynman gauge, there are no scalar S contributions.
The contractions of the gluon transverse and non-transverse projection operators with
the vertex functions are given in appendix 6.C. Three slightly different approaches will be
used to calculate the various contributions. In the TTT contribution from figure 6.4(a),
all propagators satisfy the KMS periodicity condition. In this case there are no difficulties
representing the frequency integrals as discrete summations. These discrete summations
will be evaluated for the TTT contribution in the temporal gauge.
The TT N contributions will be evaluated with the transverse propagator containing
discrete summations and the non-transverse and ghost propagq,tors containing frequency
integrals. The T LL contribution will be evaluated using an approach developed by Wong
[53] in which the various vertex contributions are combined for cancellation before evaluating the frequency and temporal integrals. The TGG and N N N contributions will be
evaluated directly from the frequency integrals.
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6.B.1

TTT contrib utions

The transverse propagato r and purely transverse part of the interacting Hamiltoni an are
the same in both the Feynman and temporal gauges. The propagato rs also have the same
form, therefore the calculation could process in the same way as in Feynman gauge in
section 6.A. l.
Instead the periodicity of the transverse propagator s will be used to express the frequencies in terms of the even Matsubara frequencies. The momenta k 0 , the temporal integrals
and the density function pT are transforme d as in equations (6.20-6.22). The equation
equivalent to (6.A.2) in the Feynman for diagrams from 6.4(a) with two standard gluon
vertices is
!g2C(N) ;·d4xj·d 4yiTf
2 6,BV
c
c
n= -oo

J

f J

J

d3k iT
d3p iTf
d3q
(21r ) 3 m=-oo (27r ) 3 l= -oo (21r ) 3
ei(k+p+q)(x -y)e-(iwn+iw m+iwt)(T-T PT (iwn, k )PT (iwm, p )pT (iWt, q) V,;~TT
1

)

The discrete Matsubara frequencies are all even, iwn = 21rinT. See equation (6.A.2) and
the preface for a description of any unfamiliar symbols in this equation or for the rest of
the appendix.
The integration over x produces a delta function of three momenta and the integral over
y cancels with the volume element. The integrals over T and T 1 produce delta functions of
the frequencies. Using equation (6.C.11) , together this gives,
-

g2C(N) ;· d3p ;· d3q
2 ( 2
2 p2q2(1 + z2))
3
(2n) 3
(2n) 3 (l - z ) 2P + 2 q +
IP+ ql 2
2""'

T

1

;;J (iwm + iwz)

2

-

1
1
IP+ ql 2 (iwm) 2 - p 2 (iwz) 2 - q 2

The thermal summation s can be evaluated using a contour integral as in figure 6.1. The
contributin g poles are at iwm = -iwz ±IP+ qi, iwm = ±IPI and iw1 = ±lql. By evaluating
the residue of these poles the thermal summation s in (6.B.1) gives,

+
+
+

n(-lkl)n( -lql)
4(lkl + IPI + lql) (lkl - IPI + lql) lkl lql
-n(lkl)n(- lql)
.
4(lkl + IPI - lql)(lkl - IPI - lql)lkllql
-(n(-IPl)n (-lql) + n( IPl)n( lql))
4(lkl + IPI + lql)(lkl - IPI - lq l)IPllql
~(2n(IPl )n(lql) + n(IPI) + n(lq\))
4(lkl + IPI - \ql)(\ k\ - \p\ + \q \) !Pllql
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+
+
+
+

-n(lql)n(-lk l)
4(lkl + IPI - lql) (lkl - IPI - lql) lkl lql
n(lkl)n(lql)
4(lkl + IPI + lql)(lkl - IPI + lql)lkllql
n(lkl)n(IPI) + n(-lkl)n(-IP I)
4(lkl - IPI + lql)(lkl - IPI - lql)lkllPI
2n( lkl)n(IPI) + n(lkl) + n(IPI)
4(lkl + IPI + lql)(lkl + IPI - lql)lkllPI

where lkl = )IP+ ql 2. The diagram is symmetric in all t hree momenta however the
summations are not. The interchange of k and p in the first , second and fifth and sixth
lines and the interchange of k and q in the seventh and eighth lines makes everything a
function of n(IPI) and n(lql). Symmetrising about p and q and substituting in equation
(6.B.l) gives
1

2

-4g C(N)

J(21r)3
d3p J d3q
(21r)3

2
2
(2n(IPI) + 1)(2n(lql) + 1) (p ; ; )z
[
pq
2
(z + l)z
+(2n(IPI) + 1)(2n(lql) + 1) IP + ql 2
2

+ 2lp + ql2(p2 + q2) + (z2 + l)p2q2
6lp + ql2p2q2

l

The first term in the above equation is anti-symmetr ic under p -t -p and so vanishes due
to the symmetric integral. The final term is temperature independent and can be absorbed
by the zero temperature pressure. This leaves the contribution from 6.4( a) to be
(6.44)

6.B.2

TT N contribut ions

The contributions to TT N come from the diagrams in figure 6.4(b). There are contributions
from all possible gluon vertices. In this section the discrete frequ~ncy method and thermal
summation will be used like in the previous section. The longitudinal propagators do not
satisfy the KMS periodicity condition, see section 6.1, and they will not be chosen to
be expressed in terms of discrete frequencies. The TT N contribution with two standard
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vertices, ss from equation (6.36) is,
1 g2C(N) { 4
6j3V led X

d4k
d4p
d4q
4
4
d Y (21r)
(21r)
(21r) 4
,')e-i(k+p +q) ·(x-y) PN (k)pT (p )pT (q) ~~TN

2

(T -

+(k {:} p)

1

4

I I

/

+ (k {:} q)

Using the transform ations in equation s (6.20- 6.22) , equation (6.C.12) and integrati ng over
x , y and k 0 this becomes
g 2 C(N)
d3k
d 3p
d3q

12/3

/ (21r)3

(iT)2

I (21r)3 I (21r)3 (21r)

L {13 d,
n ,rn

lo

13

{ d,' (T

lo

3

c5(k + p + q)O(k 3 )

_ ,')e-(iwn +iwm)(T- T')w( T _ ,')

- i

-i
[- (p2 - q2) 2(1 + z2)
(iwn)2 - p2 (iwrn)2 - q2
k2

+(k {:} p)

l

+ (k {:} q)

The temporal integrals can be easily evaluated ,

J/ d,

foT

d,'(, _

1
,')e-(iwn+ iwm)(T-T )

n=-m
n =I= m

_

Substitu ting in the temporal integrals and making use of the symmetr y ink to set O(k )
3
the contribu tion becomes

-

g2C(N)
12/3
(p2 _
.

I (21r)3

d3k ;· d3p

(21r)3

I (21r)3 (21r) c5(k +
d3q

q2)2(1 + z2 ) [/3
k2

6~

3

p

+ q)

1
1
(iwn)2 - p2 (iwn)2 - q2
1

2

+ T n~ (iwn) 2 +(k {:} p)

=!

1

p 2 (iwrn) 2 - q 2 (iwn

1

l

+ iwrn) 2

+ (k {:} q)

The thermal sums can be evaluated , (see for example [40 , 33]) and the k , p and q symmetr y
removed to give
2

_ g C(N) ;· d3 p ;· d3 q (1

+ z2)

2
(21r) 3 (21r) 3 IP+ ql 2
(2n(IPI) + 1)(2n(lql) + l)(P 2 + q 2 ) _
(IPI - lql) 2
[
4IPI lql
2/3(1PI + lql) IPI lql
2
2
2
+ (n(IPl)(3p + q )lql - n(lql)(P + 3q 2 )IPI) _
/J(P 2 - q2) IPI lq l
2

~i

(6 .B.1)
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,I
The TT N contributio n to diagrams 6.4(b) with one standard vertex and one vertex from
0, so in equation (6.37) is given by

g2C(N)
6,BV

1 1
d4x

C

d4y

C

j

d4k
(21r)4

j

d4p
(21r)4

j

d4q e-i(k+p+q)·(x-y)
(21r)4

(T - .T') pN ( k) pT (p) PT ( q) Vs~T N

+(k {:} p)

+ (k {:} q)

The two delta function c5(T') and c5(,8 - T) arise from 0(0) and 0(,8) respectively. These
two delta functions produce the same terms. This can be seen by a change of variables in
the second delta function of T --+ ,8 - T and r' --+ ,8 - T 1 • Using the transforma tions in
equations (6.20- 6.22), equation (6.C.13) and integrating over x, y and k 0 this becomes
g 2 C(N)
d 3k
d3p
d 3q
3
6,8
(21r)3
(21r)3
(21r)3 (21r) c5(k + P + q)B(k3)

J

J

L (13 dT

(iT) 2

n,rn lo

J

13
( dT 1 ( T - T1 )e-(iwn+iwm)(T-T')2c5( T1 )0( T - T1 )

lo

- i

-i

(iwn)2 - p2 (iwrn)2 - q2
+(k {:} p) + (k {:} q)

[-(p

2

-

q 2 )(iwn - iwrn)(l
k2

+ z2) ]

The temporal integral can be easily evaluated,

r/3 dr lor/3 dT'(T
-

lo

T')B(T - T') e-(iwn+iwm)(T-T')c5(T')

_21,e2

=

-{3

(iwn+iwm.)

n=-m
n-/= m

Substitutin g in the temporal integrals and making use of the symmetry ink to set B(k )
3
the contributio n becomes
g 2 C(N)

-

6,8
(p

2

-

J
q

2

d3 k
(21r)3

J

)(1 + z

2

IP+ ql 2

d3p
(21r)3

) [

~

J

L

!

+ q)

iwn
l
2
2
2
( iwn) - p (iwn) - q 2
-T

+(k {:} p)

d3 q
3
(21r)3 (21r) c5(k + p

=

l
1
iwn - iwrn
nc;irn (iwn) 2 - p 2 (iwrn) 2 - q 2 iwn + iwrn

l

+ (k {:} q)

The thermal sums can be evaluated, (see for example [40, 33]) and the k, p and q symmetry
removed to give
_g

2

C(N)
2

Jd Jd
3

p

(21r) 3

3

+ z2)
(21r) 3 IP+ ql 2
q (1
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111

(2n(IPI) + 1)(2n(lql ) + l)(p2 + q2)
(IPI - jqj)2
41P llq l
+ + -2/3-(IPl_+_lq-l)IP-llq-l
2
2
+ (-(3p + q )n( IPI) jqj + (P 2 + 3q 2)n( lq l) IPI) +
(J(p 2 - q 2 ) IP Ilql
2

[-

!]

The TT N contribu tion to diagrams 6.4(b) with no standard vertices and two
from equation s (6.38-6 .39) is given by

g2C(N)
6/3V

(6.B.2)
o

vertices,

1·d 1·d y J(2n)
d k Jdp Jd q
(2n)
(2n)
4

4

c

4

4

x c

4

4

4

4

(r _ r ')e- i(k+p+q)·(x-y)pN(k)pT(p)pT(q)V~TN
0

+(k <=? p)

+ (k

<=?

q)

In the temporal gauge the longitudi nal propagat ors depend on the time (r - r'). The integration over 5(r)5(r') and 5(/3- r)5(/3- r') therefore vanishes. Using the transform ations
in equation s (6.20- 6.22), equation (6.C.14) and integrati ng over x, y and k this becomes
0

g2 C(N)
6/3

d3k
(2n)3

d3p
(2n)3

d3q
3
(2n)3 (2n) o(k + P + q)O(k3)

J J J

(iT) 2

L
n ,rn

f f] dT ff] dr' (r - r')e-(iwn+iwm)(T-T')o(/3 - r)o(r')

lo

lo

-i
-i
[- (iwn - iwrn)2(1
(iwn)2 -p2 (iwrn)2 -q2
k2

+(k <=? p)

+ z 2)]

+ (k <=? q)

Evaluati ng the temporal integrals and making use of the symmetr y in k to set O(k )
3
this contribu tions becomes

= !,

The thermal sums can be evaluated , (see for example [40, 33]) and the k, p and q symmetr y
removed to give
_g

2

C(N)
4

J(2n)3
d J d (1 +
(2n)3 IP+
3

p

3

q

z

2
)

qj2
(2n(lql) + 1)(2n(IPI) + l)(p 2 + q 2 )
[
4ipjjqj
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_

!]
2

(6.B.3)

1

1

The contribution with two standard vertices (6.B.1) exactly cancels with the contribution with one standard vertex (6.B .2). The term in (6.B .3) is temperature indep endent
and can be absorbed into the zero temperature vacuum pressure. This leaves total contribut ion from the diagram 6.4(b) arising from (6.B .3),

!

1 2

-4g
6.B.3

/

C(N)

d3p

(2n)3

j

d3q

(2n)3 (2n(IPI)

+ 1)(2n(lql) + 1)

(p2 + q2)(z2 + 1)
4lp + ql21PI lql
(6.45)

T N N contribution s

The contributions to TNN come from diagrams 6.4(c) and 6.4(e) with all the possible
gluon and ghost vertices. In this section a method developed by Wong [53] will be used in
which the contributions from the various vertex contributions will be combined before the
t emporal integrals are evaluated.
The T N N contribution with two standard vertices, ss, from equations (6. 36) and
(6. C.15) is given by,

! g2C(N) 1· d4x
2 6,BV

c

1d4 y j
c

d4k
(2n )4

j

d4p
(2n )4

j

d4q

e -i(k+p+ q)·( x-y)

(2n )4

(r - r') 2pr(k)pN(p)pN(q) [-k2(l - z2) ]
+(k {:} p)

+ (k {:} q)

(6.B.4)

The TNN contribution with one standard vertex, so, from equations (6.37) and (6.C.16)
lS

g2C(N)
6,BV

1·d4x 1d4 y ;· (2nd4k)4 J(2nd4p)4 ;· (2nd4q)4
c

c

(r - r') 2pT(k)pN(p)pN(q)(b(r')
+(k {:} p)

- i(k+p+q)·(x-v)

e

+ b(,B - r))

[-k 0 (1- z2 )]

+ (k {:} q)

(6.B.5)

The term from b (,B - T) equals that from b(r') as can be seen by a simply change of
variables, (,B - T) -+ r' and r' -+ (,B - T). The T LL contribution with no standard vertices,
oo, from equations (6 .38- 6.39) and (6.C.17) is,

_ g2C(N)
6,BV

1· d4x 1· d4y j
c

c

d4k

(2n) 4

j

d4p
(2n)4

j

d4q

e-i(k+p+q)·(x-y)

(2n)4 ,

(r - r')2pT(k)pN(p)pN(q)t(l - z2)
(b(,B- r)r5(r') - to (,B - r)b(,B- r') - tr5(r)r5(r'))
+(k {:} p)

+ (k {:} q)

(6.B.6)
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The last two pairs of temporal delta functions do not contribu te because of the presence
of the explicit time dependence, (T -T')2. By adding the contribut ions from (6.B.4- 6.B.6)
and integrati ng over x and y , we get

J(21r)4j
dk
dp
dq
(21r)4j (21r)4(21r) o (k+p+ q)(l-z )

g2C(N)
6(3

4

4

4

2

3 3

r/3

lo dT lorf3 dT'(T - T')2e-(ko+po+qo)(T-T')pT(k)pN(p)pN(q)

[k

+ 2k0 0(T') + 0((3- T)O(T')]
+(k {:} p) + (k {:} q)
2

(6.B.7)

The temporal delta functions can be written as step functions, O(T) = d~ B( T) and then
integrati on by parts can be used. There are step functions of the form B( T - T') in pT (k)
which also must be taken into account, The boundary condition B(O) = 0 is also used, [53].
The relevant temporal integrals are

fo/3 dTO(T')B(T =

J/

dT'

T1 )(T - T1 ) 2 e-ko(T-T')
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)

-
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4k 0 (T - T1 )

-

7

')

ko(T - T')2) (T - T') 2e-ko(T-T')

+ k~(T-T') 2)e-ko(

7

-

7

')

Substitu ting this into equation (6.B.7), expandin g the density matrices and integrati ng
over p0 and q0 we are left with
g 2 C(N)

-

3(3

J(21r)3 J(21r)3 J(21r) 3(21r)
d3 k

d3 p

d3 q

3 3

0 (k

2

+ p + q)O(k )E(ko)(l -

2
Z )

{{3 dT [f3 dT' e-ko(T-T
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lo (e(T - T1 )B(p3)B(q3)n(-ko) - B(T 1 - T)B(-p3)B(-q3)n(ko))
1

)

+(k {:} p)
Interchan ging

+ (k {:} q)

1

and setting p ---+ -p , q ---+ -q and k 0 ---+ -k 0 , the second term
becomes the same as the first . This gives with the temporal integral,
T {=} T
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(1- z 2 )

1/3 dT laT dr'e-ko(T-T')(e(p3)e(q3)n(-ko))

+(k {:} p)

+ (k {:} q)

Evaluating the temporal integral gives,

2g2C(N)

3/3

3
3
3
J(27r)3
d
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d p Jd q
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3 3

(1 - z 2 )0(k 2 )E(ko)e(p3)e(q3) (/3n(-ko)
ko
+(k {:} p) + (k {:} q)

+ ~)
k

Integrating over k 0 using equation (6.A.1) and making use of the symmetry in p and q to
set e(p3) = = e(q3) gives

!

2

g C(N)

Jdp Jdq
(27r)3
3

6
+(k {:} p)

3

(1 - z

2

)

(27r)3 2lp + ql2
+ (k {:} q)

(6 .B.8)

This is temperature independent and can be absorbed into a redefinition of the vacuum
pressure. The ghost loop contribution TGG to 6.4(e) from equations (6.38- 6.39) is given
by,

92C(N)
6{3V

d4k
d4p
d4q
d x d y (27r) 4 (27r)4
(27r)4
e-i(k+p+q) ·(x - y) PT (k) (-i)pN (p )(-i)pN (q)Vo~GG

1 1 J J J
4

+(k {:} p)

4

+ (k {:} q)

The time ordering is determined by the delta functions and only B( T - r') component is
needed . The time has been fixed in these operators and no time ordering Tc is required.
For a discussion of this point see the third paragraph after equation (3.58). Expanding the
density functions, integrating over x, y, p 0 and q0 and using equation (6.C.18) we get,

J J J

g2C(N)
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d3 p
d3 q
2
3 3
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The temporal integral can be evaluated to give,

J(27r)4
d k ;· d p J d q
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(6.B.9)

This term can vanishing itself due to c(ko) which makes the k 0 integrand an odd function
and vanish under the symmetric integration . The total contributio n from T LL diagrams in
6.4(c) give rise to the zero contributio n shown in (6 .B.8) and the TGG diagrams in 6.4(e)
give rise to the zero contributio n shown in (6.B .9).

6.B.4

N N N contrib utions

The contributio ns to LLL come from diagrams 6.4(d) which is zero from the vertex functions in the temporal gauge. There are no scalar S contributio ns in the temporal gauge.
The contributio ns to LGG come from diagrams 6.4(f) with two o vertices.
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-(27r)4
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Expanding the density matrices, integrating over x, y, k 0 , p0 and q0 and using equation
(6.C.21) we are left with

g 2 C(N)
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If the step functions are
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(6.B .10)

all satisfied and the three componen ts of the momenta are all
positive then the delta function can not be satisfied and the integral vanishes. Conversely
if any one of the step functions is not satisfied the integral also vanishes. Therefore there
is no contributio n from N N N diagrams in the temporal gauge.

6.C
6.C.1

Vertex calcula tion
Feynma n Gauge

These are all the vertex contributio ns that arise from contractio n of the Feynman rules in
figure 3.1 with the transverse and non-transv erse projection operators in (3.14-3. 15) to produce the diagrams for the second order thermodyn amic pressure in figure 6.4. Throughou t
.
.
J!.:!L
t h 1s sect10n z = IPllql.
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TTT vertex contributions
These contributions only arise from two standard vertices and the contributions have been
symmetrised over k, p and q.

(6.C.1)
TT N vertex contributions
In this case the k momentum is non-transverse and the p and q are transverse.
contributions have been symmetrised over p and q.
VTTN
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- ( k Poqo

+ k.pq 2 + k.qp 2)
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T

1
)]

(6.C.4)

T N N vertex contributions

In this case the k momentum is transverse and the p and q are non-transverse or ghost.
The contributions have been symmetrised over p and q.
VTNN

(6.C.5)

SS

VTNN

(6.C.6)

so

VTNN
00

(6.C.7)
N N N vertex contributions
In this case the contributions have been symmetrised over k, p and q.
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Tempo ral Gauge

These are all the vertex contribut ions that arise from contracti on of the Feynman rules in
figure 4.1 with the transvers e and non-trans verse projectio n operator s in (3.14- 3.15) to produce the diagrams for the second order thermody namic pressure in figure 6.4. Through out
this section z =
and k = -p + q.

,;i"l~I

TTT vertex contribu tions

These contribu tions only arise from two standard vertices and the contribut ions have been
symmetr ised over k, p and q.
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(6.C.11)
TTN vertex contribu tions

In this case the k momentu m is non-trans verse and the p and q are symmetr ic and transverse. The contribu tions have been symmetr ised over p and q.
VTTN
· SS

2

- (p -q 2) (1

+ z2 )
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- (P 2 - q 2) (Po - qo ) (1 +
k2z2) [6({3
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00
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[6(;8- r)6(r') - 16(r)6(r ') - 16({3- r)6({3- r')]

(6.C.14)
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T N N vertex contribu tions

In this case the k momentu m is transverse and the p and q are non-trans verse or ghost.
The contribut ions have been symmetrised over p and q.
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N N N vertex contributio ns

In this case the contributions have been symmetrised over k, p and q.
VNNN
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Cha pte r 7
Con clu sion

II

I

This thesis has provided a greater underst anding of non-Ab elian perturb ative gauge
fixing
and finite tempera ture field theory without switching off the interact ions. The
ERST
symme try introdu ced in chapter 2 has provided the framework for addressing these
issues,
and the whole approac h has been tested on the imagina ry time calculat ion of the second
order thermod ynamic pressure in chapter 6.
A series of choices has been made about the method used to calculat e the second order
thermod ynamic pressure. The particul ar choices made have not been based on identify
ing
the simples t calculat ional method , but based on making as few addition al assump tions
as
possible. The first choice was to use the imagina ry time formalism for finite tempera
ture
QCD calculations. The alternat ive real time formalism assumes that one can switch off
the
interact ions in the infinite past and future for equilibrium finite temper ature field theory,
[29, 31]. This conditio n has been avoided. The cost of making this choice, is that physica
l
kets and propaga tors must be identified in the presence of the interact ions.
The next choice was to avoid using the Taylor-Slavnov identifies to constru ct the propagators. This approac h treats the gluon propaga tor as a single entity and does not
differentia te between the transverse and non-transverse components. In chapter 6 we
saw
that the transver se and non-transverse compon ents of the gluon propaga tor have differen
t
properti es. In order to treat the gluon propaga tor as a single entity addition al assump
tions
about the periodicity of the fields would be required.
Instead of using the Taylor-Slavnov identifies, the propaga tors were constru cted from
first principles from the physical kets. This however required the identification
of the
physical kets at a finite point in time in the presence on the interact ions. Previou sly
this
has only been done for the tempora l gauge in a gauge depende nt approac h develop
ed by
James and Landshoff [8]. A new method was developed in chapter 2 that drew ideas
from
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this work, equatio n (2.42) and ideas from Kugo and Ojima [49] on the BRST
symme try,
equation (2.34). James and Landshoff work was restric ted to the tempo ral
gauge and Kugo
and Ojima work only had applica tions to the real time form alism. The
BRST metho d
developed in chapte r 2 has applica tions to all gauges and the imagin ary time
formalism.
In order the use the BRST symme try to describe the tempo ral gauge, Faddee
v Popov
ghost fields have been included. In the calculation of the second order
pressure their
contrib utions vanished among st themselves. So their inclusion has not unduly
compli cated
the calcula tion and it has allowed the BRST symmetry, which is applica ble
to all gauges,
to be used.

7.1

Non -Ab elian gaug e fixin g

The physical kets represent the physical configurations or states of real
system. Gauge
depend ence is not expressed in the real world and so the physical kets must
also be gauge
invariant. This has been used in the definition of the physical kets. The
gauge conditi on
removes some of the gauge freedom and was imposed by the Faddee v Popov
approa ch. The
remain ing residual gauge freedom on the gauge fixing surface was identified
as the BRST
symmetry. The physical kets were then constra ined to be invaria nt under
this residual
BRST gauge freedom.
Wheth er author s have realised this or not, the desire to remove the residua
l BRST
gauge freedom to identify the physical kets can be seen as the motiva tion
behind many
constr aints on the physical kets. The BRST conditi on (2.34), the Gupta Bleule
r condit ion
in the Abelia n Feynm an gauge (3.35) or the Gauss Law conditi on in the
tempo ral gauge,
(1.12) , can all be seen as attemp ts to remove the residual BRST gauge freedom
.
The next choice made in this thesis related to the definition of the physic
al kets and
the inclusion or exclusion of the zero norm kets. The choice does not affect
the physical
inform ation within the physical kets and it only alters the mathem atical
structu re. The
choice was discussed at lep.gth in section 2.3. By excluding the zero norm
kets from the
physical kets, the subspace of the physical kets is positive definit e and each
physical ket
corresponds to a unique physical state. In sections 5.2 and 5.4 t hese zero
norm kets were
shown to have a zero contrib ution to physical processes. For these reason
s the zero norm
kets were excluded from the definition of the physical kets. The cost of doing
this was that,
while t he probab ilities were, the physical kets were not invaria nt under time
development.
The action is invaria nt under a ghost scale symme try and some of the zero
norm kets
were removed by further constra ints requiring the kets to be invaria nt under
this symmetry.
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Any other symmetr ies of the action , such as the anti-BRS T symmetr y, could provide further
constrain ts on the physical kets. This is an area of further research to establish whether
these additiona l symmetr ies effect the physical kets or the physical compone nts of the gluon
field.
The next step was to solve the constrain ts on the physical kets and identify a positive
definite physical subspace in the Feynman and temporal gauges. In a covarian t gauge,
gauge fixing is restricted by Gribov's ambiguit y to be a perturba tive procedur e and so
like James and Landshoff in the temporal gauge, the physical kets were expanded order
by order in terms of the zero coupling physical kets. The relations hip between the zero
coupling physical kets and the full coupling physical kets was achieved by the unitary
transform ation operator O. A subspace of zero coupling physical kets was identified as the
purely transvers e kets, IT) , in both the Feynman and temporal gauges. The BRST and

11

ghost constrain ts were then solved order by order in the coupling constant to identify the
transform ation operator 0.

7.2

Trans forma tion opera tor

The BRST and ghost symmetr y conditions on the transform ation operator O were solved
up to order g 2 and the transform ation operator had the same form in both the Feynman
and temporal gauges. It would be interestin g to see if the form is similar in other gauges.
This allowed the physical kets to be identified up to order g2 in both gauges, see equation s
(3.55) and (4.34). The higher order solutions to O may provide further insights into this
approach .
If the series within O does not have higher order solutions then this maybe related the
inability to fix the gauge completely and Gribov's ambiguity, [59, 61] . If the series within
0 has higher order solutions but does not truncate then an infinite number of additiona l
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vertices would be needed in the Feynman rules. This is reminiscent of the higher order
vertices required in the res~mma tion of soft thermal field theories, [88]. A study of the
relations hip between resumma tion and the formalism given here is another area for future
research.
If the series within O has higher order solutions and truncates at a finite order this would
indicate that the residual BRST gauge freedom has been complete ly removed. This again

would have implicati on for Gribov's ambiguit y and possibly gluon confinement, [59, 61].
Either way the determin ation of O's higher order solutions and form in other gauges would
be very interestin g.
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A preprin t by Belloni, Cheng and Haller [103] was recently posted which
consid ered
a transfo rmatio n operat or in the tempor al gauge defined in terms of an
operat or form of
Gauss' s Law, G+ IP) = 0 where a+ is one of the two hermit ian compo nents
of the Gauss
Law operat or G. They also used a transfo rmatio n operat or w to transfo
rm between the
zero couplin g physical kets, IT) and the full coupling physical kets, IP). In
order to solve
for the transfo rmatio n operat or W they required it to be norma l ordered. This
avoids some
of the higher order terms of t he form [o 1 , [o1 , Q 0 ]] that appear in equatio
n (3.50). They
also require d the conditions to be satisfied when acting on the kets IT)
as in equatio ns
(2.45- 2.46) rather then the stronge r form used in this thesis in equatio ns (2.472.48). This
enable d them to solve for the transfo rmatio n operat or 1¥ to all orders. They
found that
w was an exponential of an infinite series. Wheth er or not their transfo rmatio n operat or
can be used to identify the physical components of the gluon field is an
area for further
work. They did not include ghost fields in the tempor al gauge which would
be require d in
order to use the BRST formalism and extend it to the Feynm an gauge. It sugges
ts however
that the operat or O is a unitary expone ntial of an infinite series, and infinite
order vertex
corrections would be required.
Lavelle and McMullan [61] attemp ted to identify gauge invaria nt physical
compo nents
of the gluon field Aphys, see equatio n (1.14). In the chapte r 2 the BRST
formalism was
also used to develop conditions on Aphys. Like the physical kets, the physic
al compo nents
of the gluon field were related to the zero coupling physical compo nents of
the gluon field
(the transve rse modes) by the transfo rmatio n operat or O. The Fock space
of Aphys could
be used to constru ct the physical kets. Using the solution to 0, Aphys was
identified up
to order g 2 in both the tempor al and Feynm an gauges, see equatio ns (3.57)
and(4.3 6).
Aphys simulta neousl y satisfied the Landau , tempor al
and Coulomb gauge conditi ons and
had similar proper ties to the physical compo nents identified by Lavelle and
McMullan.
Hwang, Marnelius and coworkers [81, 82, 83, 84] considered unitary transfo
rmatio ns
of the BRST invaria nt physical kets, see equatio n (2.50). Wheth er their
transfo rmatio n
operat or bears any relatio n to O is unclear and it is difficult to see how
their formalism
could relate to calculations of physical quantit ies in QCD.

7.3

Prop agat ors

By constru cting the propag ators of the fields from the physical kets their
proper ties could
be studied in detail. The transve rse and non-tra nsvers e gluon propag ators
were treated
separa tely which revealed their different properties. Only the transve rse gluon
propag ators
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were both thermalised and periodic in the inverse temperature while the non-transverse
gluon and ghost thermal propagators were not periodic and reduce to vacuum expectation
values with the fields ordered along the complex temporal contour.
The lack of periodicity of the longitudinal propagators was discussed by James and
Landshoff, [8] in the temporal gauge and in this thesis we have related propagator periodicity to the BRST invariance of the fields. The lack of periodicity of the non-transverse
gluon and ghost propagators in both the Feynman and temporal gauges has also be shown
in this way. The periodic boundary condition on the classical fields imposed in the path
integral formalism has been avoided.
The fact that the non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators are not periodic effects
energy conservation at vertices containing these propagators. Despite this lack of local
energy conservation, the standard value for the thermodynamic pressure with energy conserving vertices was obtained. An important area of future work would be to prove energy
conservation for all Feynman diagrams that represent physical processes. In section 5.5 we
showed that all these Feynman diagrams can be represented by the full n-point transverse
Green's functions . Consideration of these Green's functions may lead to a general proof of
energy conservation within this formalism.
The only influence of temperature in the non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators
is the contour ordering operator Tc. The non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators
within a thermodynamic Feynman diagram can effectively be represented with no thermal
component. They remain frozen at zero temperature.
By separating the transverse and non-transverse propagators in the temporal gauge spurious poles at k 0 = 0 that often arise in the temporal gauge have been avoided. These poles
arise when the non-transverse gluon propagators in the temporal gauge are thermalised.
The properties of the transverse and non-transverse propagators and the lack of vertex
energy conservation were discussed in the imaginary time formalism of the temporal gauge
by James and Landshoff, [8]. In this thesis the approach has been extended to the temporal
gauge with ghost fields and also to the Feynman gauge in the imaginary time formalism.
The periodicity of the propagators has also been related to the BRST invariance of the
fields within the propagators.

7.4

11111

Time development

In chapter 5 the physical kets were shown to only have a non-vanishing contribution for
evolving into other physical kets. The negative and zero norm kets did not contribute to
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the physical processes. Kugo and Ojima [15] showed these results for QCD by using the
Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimm ermann asymptotic conditions to switch off the interactions in
the infinite past and future. In this thesis these results were shown without the use of the
LSZ asymptotic conditions.
We have been able to express the probabilities of all zero temperature physical processes
in terms of vacuum expectations of interaction picture creation and annihilation operators,
see equation (5.45). It would be convenient to develop a reduction formalism similar to the
Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimm ermann reduction formalism to relate probabilities of all zero
temperature physical processes to vacuum expectations of interaction picture fields. This

I
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is an area for further research.
Only after identifying the set of the Green's functions that represent physical processes
can the question of energy conservation be addressed. Analytic continuation can be used
to transform imaginary time propagators into real time propagators, but how they relate
to physical processes remains unclear.

7.5

Thermodynami c calculation

Having perturbatively removed the gauge freedom and identified the physical kets in the
presence of the interactions at a finite point in time, finite temperature calculations proceeded in the imaginary time formalism . Like James and Landshoff in the temporal gauge,
a modified perturbation was setup. The thermal expectation values over the physical kets
in the partition funct ion were expressed in terms of thermal expectation values over the
transverse kets using the transformation operator, 0. In this modified perturbation theory O introduces new vertex contributions for the finite temperature Feynman diagrams.
Wick's theorem was used to expand the partition function in terms of thermal expectation values over transverse kets. Using the additional Feynman vertices and the thermal
expectation values over transverse kets, finite temperature calculations proceeded.
The diagrams were clas?ified in terms of their relative number of transverse and nontransverse gluon or ghost propagators. Within each of these categories there were contributions from the same diagram with different vertices. These different vertices arose
from the interacting Hamiltonian and the terms within the transformation operator, 0.
An alternative classification scheme in terms of the thermal components of the transverse
gluon propagators and the non-thermalised gluon and ghost propagators also could have
been possible.
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7.5.1

Discrete frequenci es

The thermalised and periodic transverse propagators can be easily expressed in terms of
discrete frequency summations instead of frequency integrals. The discrete summations can
then be evaluated by contour integrals. Both discrete summations and continuous integrals
were used to represent the frequencies of the transverse propagators in the calculations.
The non-transvers e gluon and ghost propagators were not thermalised or periodic.
While it is possible to express these propagators in terms of discrete frequency summations,
the contour integrals become more complicated. This was pointed out by James and
Landshoff in the temporal gauge but the problems become more acute in the Feynman
gauge. Not only are both even and odd frequency summations required, but convergence
problems arise for the complex contour. In the temporal gauge terms such as eikot disappear
as k 0

= 0 due to the equations of motion. This is not the case in the Feynman gauge and

is a source of added convergence problems. Like James and Landshoff [8], as the nontransverse gluon and ghost propagators are not thermalised, the frequencies integrals were
evaluated directly without difficulty.
The transverse propagators were expressed in terms of continuous frequency integrals
in sections 6.A.1 - 6.A.3 and 6.B.3, and transformed into discrete frequency summations
in sections 6.B.1 - 6.B.2. The non-transverse gluon and ghost propagators were always
expressed in terms of continuous frequency integrals. Cancellations within a category of
diagrams were considered in different ways. In section 6.B.2 the cancellation was considered
after evaluating the temporal integrals and thermal summations and in section 6.B.3 the
cancellation was consider by transforming the temporal integrals. This later method used
an approach suggested by Wong [53].
There have been other calculations of the thermodynam ic pressure in the imaginary
time formalism. James and Landshoff, [8, 40] used similar approach as given here in the
temporal gauge without ghost fields and obtained the standard answer for the thermodynamic pressure as calculated in the real time formalism, [7, 9, 41]
Kapusta, [102] in a covariant gauge ignored the projection operator onto the physical
kets and incorrectly assumed KMS periodicity for the complete gluon propagator. However
rather than impose energy conservation at the vertices with a K~onecker delta function,
the delta function was expressed in terms of integrals. Surprisingly this approach still gave
the standard answer for the thermodynam ic pressure. Toimela [100] imposed the path
integral periodicity condition on the classical fields and then quoted the result of Kapusta
for the value of second order thermodynam ic pressure. Kajantie and Kapusta, [39] and
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Leibbrandt and Stanley [104] calculated other quantities in the imaginary time formalism.
The thermodynam ic calculation of the pressure has provided a consistency check on
the BRST gauge fixing procedure that has been implemented . The standard results for
the pressure have been obtained with the use of a ·different procedure. This gauge fixing
procedure, which uses the BRST charge, and perturbativel y expanded physical kets and
components of the gluon field , may have applications in other areas of perturbative QCD.
This thesis has addressed a number of issues related to BRST non-Abelian gauge fixing
and the imaginary time formalism of finite temperature field theory.
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